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Preface

This CEUR volume contains the research papers accepted for presentation at the Doctoral Consortium
(DC) held in Ferrara, Italy, the 23rd and 24th of September 2015, as an event included in the 14th Confer-
ence of the Italian Association for Artificial Intelligence (AI*IA 2015).

The AI*IA 2015 Doctoral Consortium was designed for students enrolled in a Ph.D. program and for
students in a Master’s program and interested in doctoral studies.

The Consortium provided doctoral students with the opportunity to present their research directions in the
field of Artificial Intelligence and being involved into state-of-the-art research, through discussion sessions.

This year eleven research papers were submitted and nine selected for presentation. Each paper was subject
to reviews by three different members of the Program Committee. Each paper was assigned 25 minutes,
20 for presentation and 5 for discussion.

The Doctoral Consortium conferred the “Doctoral Consortium Best Paper Award” to the author of the Doc-
toral Consortium best paper (Ontology Based Semantic Image Interpretation by Ivan Donadello), based
on both the reviewers’ votes and the Ph.D. students’ votes the day of the presentations.

We would like to thank all the people involved in the organization of the event: the AI*IA Conference
Chairs, Evelina Lamma, Fabrizio Riguzzi and Marco Gavanelli, who provided support and advice through-
out the event organization; the Program Committee (see next page for the listing), who took care of the
reviews and participated in the event; all the Ph.D. students who submitted their work to the Doctoral
Consortium.

Ferrara, October 2015

Elena Bellodi
Alessio Bonfietti
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Tableau Reasoners for Probabilistic Ontologies
Exploiting Logic Programming Techniques

Riccardo Zese1, Elena Bellodi1, Fabrizio Riguzzi2, and Evelina Lamma1

1 Dipartimento di Ingegneria – University of Ferrara
Via Saragat 1, I-44122, Ferrara, Italy

2 Dipartimento di Matematica e Informatica – University of Ferrara
Via Saragat 1, I-44122, Ferrara, Italy

{riccardo.zese,elena.bellodi,evelina.lamma,fabrizio.riguzzi}@unife.it

Abstract. The adoption of Description Logics for modeling real world
domains within the Semantic Web is exponentially increased in the last
years, also due to the availability of a large number of reasoning algo-
rithms. Most of them exploit the tableau algorithm which has to manage
non-determinism, a feature that is not easy to handle using procedural
languages such as Java or C++. Reasoning on real world domains also
requires the capability of managing probabilistic and uncertain infor-
mation. We thus present TRILL, for “Tableau Reasoner for descrIption
Logics in proLog” and TRILLP , for “TRILL powered by Pinpointing
formulas”, which implement the tableau algorithm and return the prob-
ability of queries. TRILLP , instead of the set of explanations for a query,
computes a Boolean formula representing them, speeding up the compu-
tation.

Introduction

The Semantic Web aims at making information regarding real world domains
available in a form that is understandable by machines [7]. The World Wide Web
Consortium is working for realizing this vision by supporting the development
of the Web Ontology Language (OWL), a family of knowledge representation
formalisms for defining ontologies based on Description Logics (DLs). Moreover,
uncertain information is intrinsic to real world domains, thus the combination
of probability and logic theories becomes of foremost importance.

Efficient DL reasoners, such us Pellet, RacerPro and HermiT, are able to exe-
cute inference on the modeled ontologies, but only a few number of reasoners are
able to manage probabilistic information. One of the most common approaches
for reasoning is the tableau algorithm that exploits some non-deterministic ex-
pansion rules. This requires the developers to implement a search strategy in an
or-branching search space able to explore all the non-deterministic choices done
during the inference in order to find all the possible explanations for the query.

In this paper, we present two systems which implement a tableau reasoner
in Prolog: TRILL for “Tableau Reasoner for descrIption Logics in proLog”
and TRILLP for “TRILL powered by Pinpointing formulas”, able to reason on
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SHOIQ DL and on ALC DL respectively. Prolog search strategy is exploited
for taking into account the non-determinism of the tableau rules. They use the
Thea2 library [18] for translating OWL files into a Prolog representation in which
each axiom is mapped into a fact. TRILL and TRILLP can check the consis-
tency of a concept and the entailment of an axiom from an ontology, and can
compute the probability of the entailment following DISPONTE [13], a seman-
tics for probabilistic ontologies based on the Distribution Semantics [15], one of
the most widespread approaches in probabilistic logic programming. The avail-
ability of a Prolog implementation of a DL reasoner which follows DISPONTE
will also facilitate the development of probabilistic reasoners that can integrate
probabilistic logic programming with probabilistic DLs.

Description Logics

DLs are knowledge representation formalisms that are at the basis of the Se-
mantic Web [1, 2] and are used for modeling ontologies. They possess nice com-
putational properties such as decidability and/or low complexity.

Usually, DLs’ syntax is based on concepts and roles which correspond respec-
tively to sets of individuals and sets of pairs of individuals of the domain. We
now describe ALC and we refer to [11] for a description of SHOIQ.

Let C, R and I be sets of atomic concepts, atomic roles and individuals,
respectively. Concepts are defined by induction as follows. Each C ∈ C is a
concept, ⊥ and > are concepts. If C, C1 and C2 are concepts and R ∈ R, then
(C1uC2), (C1tC2) and ¬C are concepts, as well as ∃R.C and ∀R.C. A TBox T
is a finite set of concept inclusion axioms C v D, where C and D are concepts.
We use C ≡ D to abbreviate the conjunction of C v D and D v C. An ABox
A is a finite set of concept membership axioms a : C, role membership axioms
(a, b) : R, equality axioms a = b and inequality axioms a 6= b, where C ∈ C,
R ∈ R and a, b ∈ I. A knowledge base (KB) K = (T ,A) consists of a TBox T
and an ABox A and is usually assigned a semantics in terms of interpretations
I = (∆I , ·I), where ∆I is a non-empty domain and ·I is the interpretation
function that assigns an element in ∆I to each a ∈ I, a subset of ∆I to each
C ∈ A and a subset of ∆I ×∆I to each R ∈ R.

A query Q over a KB K is usually an axiom for which we want to test the
entailment from the KB, written K |= Q. The entailment test may be reduced
to checking the unsatisfiability of a concept in the knowledge base, i.e., the
emptiness of the concept. For example, the entailment of the axiom C v D
may be tested by checking the unsatisfiability of the concept C u ¬D while the
entailment of the axiom a : C may be tested by checking the unsatisfiability of
a : ¬C.

Querying Description Logics KBs

The problem of finding explanations for a query has been investigated by various
authors [16, 8, 6, 9]. It was called axiom pinpointing in [16] and considered as
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a non-standard reasoning service useful for tracing derivations and debugging
ontologies. In particular, minimal axiom sets or MinAs for short, also called
explanations, are introduced in [16].

Definition 1 (MinA). Let K be a knowledge base and Q an axiom that follows
from it, i.e., K |= Q. We call a set M ⊆ K a minimal axiom set or MinA for Q
in K if M |= Q and it is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion.

The problem of enumerating all MinAs is called min-a-enum in [16]. All-
MinAs(Q,K) is the set of all MinAs for query Q in the knowledge base K.

The tableau algorithm is able to returns a single MinA. To solve min-a-enum,
reasoners written in imperative languages, like Pellet [17], have to implement a
search strategy in order to explore the entire search space of the possible ex-
planations. A tableau is an ABox represented as a graph G where each node
corresponds to an individual a and is labeled with the set of concepts to which
a belongs. Each edge 〈a, b〉 in the graph is labeled with the set of roles to which
the couple (a, b) belongs. A tableau algorithm proves an axiom by refutation,
starting from a tableau that contains the negation of the axiom and repeatedly
applying a set of consistency preserving tableau expansion rules until a clash
(i.e., a contradiction) is detected or a clash-free graph is found to which no more
rules are applicable. If no clashes are found, the tableau represents a model for
the negation of the query, which is thus not entailed. The Prolog language al-
lows developers of reasoning algorithms to exploit Prolog’s backtracking facilities
instead of implementing a search strategy from scratch.

In [3] the authors consider the problem of finding a pinpointing formula in-
stead of All-MinAs(Q,K). The pinpointing formula is a monotone Boolean
formula in which each Boolean variable corresponds to an axiom of the KB.
This formula is built using the variables and the conjunction and disjunction
connectives. It compactly encodes the set of all MinAs. Let assume that each
axiom E of a KB K is associated with a propositional variable, indicated with
var(E). The set of all propositional variables is indicated with var(K). A valu-
ation ν of a monotone Boolean formula is the set of propositional variables that
are true. For a valuation ν ⊆ var(K), let Kν := {t ∈ K|var(t) ∈ ν}.

Definition 2 (Pinpointing formula). Given a query Q and a KB K, a mono-
tone Boolean formula φ over var(K) is called a pinpointing formula for Q if for
every valuation ν ⊆ var(K) it holds that Kν |= Q iff ν satisfies φ.

In Lemma 2.4 of [3] the authors proved that the set of all MinAs can be ob-
tained by transforming the pinpoiting formula into DNF and removing disjuncts
implying other disjuncts. The example below illustrates axiom pinpointing and
the pinpointing formula.

Example 1 (Pinpointing formula). The following KB is inspired by the ontology
people+pets [12] and show also the Boolean variables associated to axioms:
F1 = ∃hasAnimal.Pet v NatureLover, F2 = (kevin,fluffy) : hasAnimal, F3 =
(kevin, tom) : hasAnimal, F4 = fluffy : Cat, F5 = tom : Cat, F6 = Cat v Pet.
It states that individuals that own an animal which is a pet are nature lovers
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and that kevin owns the animals fluffy and tom, which are cats. Moreover, cats
are pets. Let Q = kevin : NatureLover be the query, then All-MinAs(Q,K)
= {{F2, F4, F6, F1}, {F3, F5, F6, F1}}, while the pinpointing formula is ((F2 ∧
F4) ∨ (F3 ∧ F5)) ∧ F6 ∧ F1.

TRILL and TRILLP

Both TRILL and TRILLP implement a tableau algorithm, the first solves min-
a-enum while the second computes the pinpointing formula representing the set
of MinAs. They can answer concept and role membership queries, subsumption
queries and can test the unsatifiability of a concept of the KB or the inconsis-
tency of the entire KB. TRILL and TRILLP are implemented in Prolog, so the
management of the non-determinism of the rules is delegated to the language.

We use the Thea2 library [18] for converting OWL DL KBs into Prolog.
Thea2 performs a direct translation of the OWL axioms into Prolog facts. For
example, a simple subclass axiom between two named classes Cat v Pet is
written using the subClassOf/2 predicate as subClassOf(‘Cat’,‘Pet’).

Deterministic and non-deterministic tableau expansion rules are treated dif-
ferently. Non-deterministic rules are implemented by a predicate that, given the
current tableau Tab, returns the list of tableaux created by the application of the
rule to Tab. Deterministic rules are implemented by a predicate that, given the
current tableau Tab, returns the tableau obtained by the application of the rule
to Tab. The computation of All-MinAs(Q,K) is performed by simply calling
findall/3 over the tableau predicate.

The code of TRILL and TRILLP is available at https://sites.google.

com/a/unife.it/ml/trill. Experiments presented in [19] show that Prolog is
a viable language for implementing DL reasoning algorithms and that their per-
formances are comparable with those of state-of-art reasoners. In order to popu-
larize DISPONTE, we developed a Web application called “TRILL-on-SWISH”
and available at http://trill.lamping.unife.it. We exploited SWISH [10],
a recently proposed Web framework for logic programming that is based on vari-
ous features and packages of SWI-Prolog. TRILL-on-SWISH is based on SWISH
[10] and allows users to write a KB directly in the web page or load it from a
URL, and run TRILL to execute queries.

Computing the Probability

The aim of our work is to implement algorithms which can compute the proba-
bility of queries to KBs following DISPONTE [13]. DISPONTE applies the dis-
tribution semantics [15] of probabilistic logic programming to DLs. A program
following this semantics defines a probability distribution over normal logic pro-
grams called worlds. Then the distribution is extended to a joint distribution
over worlds and queries from which the probability of a query is obtained by
marginalization.

R.Zese et al. Tableau Reasoners for Probabilistic Ontologies Exploiting Logic Programming Techniques
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In DISPONTE, a probabilistic knowledge base K contains a set of probabilistic
axioms which take the form p :: E where p is a real number in [0, 1] and E is a
DL axiom. The probability p can be interpreted as an epistemic probability, i.e.,
as the degree of our belief in the truth of axiom E. For example, a probabilistic
concept membership axiom p :: a : C means that we have degree of belief p
in C(a). The idea of DISPONTE is to associate independent Boolean random
variables to the axioms. To obtain a world w we decide whether to include each
axiom or not in w. A world therefore is a non probabilistic KB that can be
assigned a semantics in the usual way. A query is entailed by a world if it is true
in every model of the world.

To compute the probability of queries to KBs following the DISPONTE se-
mantics, we can first perform min-a-enum. Then the explanations must be made
mutually exclusive, so that the probabilities of individual explanations are com-
puted and summed. This can be done by assigning independent Boolean random
variables to the axioms contained in the explanations and define the Disjunc-
tive Normal Form Boolean formula fK which models the set of explanations
K. Thus fK(X) =

∨
Ex∈All-MinAs(Q,K)

∧
Ei∈ExXi where X = {Xi|(Ei) ∈

All-MinAs(Q,K)} is the set of Boolean random variables. TRILLP , instead,
computes directly a pinpointing formula which is a monotone Boolean formula
that represents the set of all MinAs.

Irrespective of which representation of the explanations we choose, a DNF or
a general pinpointing formula, we can apply knowledge compilation and trans-
form it into a Binary Decision Diagram (BDD), from which we can compute the
probability of the query with a dynamic programming algorithm that is linear
in the size of the BDD.

A BDD for a function of Boolean variables is a rooted graph that has one
level for each Boolean variable. A node n in a BDD has two children: one cor-
responding to the 1 value of the variable associated with the level of n, in-
dicated with child1(n), and one corresponding to the 0 value of the variable,
indicated with child0(n). The leaves store either 0 or 1. A BDD performs a
Shannon expansion of the Boolean formula f(X), so that, if X is the vari-
able associated with the root level of a BDD, the formula f(X) can be rep-

resented as f(X) = X ∧ fX(X) ∨ X ∧ fX(X) where fX(X) (fX(X)) is the
formula obtained by f(X) by setting X to 1 (0). Now the two disjuncts are
pairwise exclusive and the probability of f(X) being true can be computed as

P (f(X)) = P (X)P (fX(X))+(1−P (X))P (fX(X)) by knowing the probabilities
of the Boolean variables of being true.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the algorithm TRILL for reasoning on SHOIQ
KBs and the algorithm TRILLP for reasoning on ALC KBs.

In the future we plan to apply various optimizations to our systems in order
to better manage the expansion of the tableau. In particular, we plan to carefully
choose the rule and node application order. We are also studying an extension of
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our systems for managing KBs integrating rules and DL axioms. Moreover, we
plan to exploit TRILL for implementing algorithms for learning the parameters
of probabilistic DISPONTE KBs, along the lines of [4, 5, 14].
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Abstract. We consider the problem of learning both the structure and
the parameters of Probabilistic Description Logics under DISPONTE.
DISPONTE (“DIstribution Semantics for Probabilistic ONTologiEs”)
adapts the distribution semantics for Probabilistic Logic Programming
to Description Logics. The system LEAP for “LEArning Probabilis-
tic description logics” learns both the structure and the parameters of
DISPONTE knowledge bases (KBs) by exploiting the algorithms CELOE
and EDGE. The former stands for “Class Expression Learning for On-
tology Engineering” and it is used to generate good candidate axioms
to add to the KB, while the latter learns the probabilistic parameters
and evaluates the KB. EDGE for “Em over bDds for description loGics
paramEter learning” is an algorithm for learning the parameters of prob-
abilistic ontologies from data. In order to contain the computational cost,
a distributed version of EDGE called EDGEMR was developed. EDGEMR

exploits the MapReduce (MR) strategy by means of the Message Pass-
ing Interface. In this paper we propose the system LEAPMR. It is a
re-engineered version of LEAP which is able to use distributed parallel
parameter learning algorithms such as EDGEMR.

Keywords: Probabilistic Description Logics, Structure Learning,
Parameter Learning, MapReduce, Message Passing Interface.

1 Introduction

In real world domains the information is often uncertain, hence it is of fore-
most importance to model uncertainty in representations of the world, including
Description Logics (DLs).

In [10, 16, 6] the authors studied the use of probabilistic DLs and various
approaches for representing uncertainty in DLs.

Moreover, some works have started to appear about learning the probabilistic
parameters or the whole structure of probabilistic ontologies. These are moti-
vated, on one hand, from the fact that specifying the values of the probabilities is
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a difficult task for humans and data is usually available that could be leveraged
for tuning them, and, on the other hand, from the fact that in some domains
there exist poor-structured knowledge bases which could be improved [10, 9].

In Probabilistic Logic Programming (PLP) various proposals for representing
uncertainty have been presented. One of the most successful approaches is the
distribution semantics [15]. In [3, 14, 11] the authors proposed an approach to
represent probabilistic axioms in DLs called DISPONTE (“DIstribution Seman-
tics for Probabilistic ONTologiEs”), which adapts the distribution semantics for
Probabilistic Logic Programming to DLs.

LEAP [13] for “LEArning Probabilistic description logics” is an algorithm
for learning the structure and the parameters of probabilistic DLs following
DISPONTE. It combines the learning system CELOE [8] with EDGE [12]. The
former, CELOE (“Class Expression Learning for Ontology Engineering”), pro-
vides a method to build new (subsumption) axioms that can be added to the KB,
while the latter is used to learn the parameters of these probabilistic axioms.

EDGE stands for “Em over bDds for description loGics paramEter learning”
and learns the parameters of a probabilistic theory. This algorithm is rather
expensive from a computational point of view. Therefore, in order to reduce
EDGE running time, we developed EDGEMR [5]. It represents a distributed
implementation of EDGE and uses a simple MapReduce approach based on the
Message Passing Interface (MPI).

In this paper we present an evolution of LEAP called LEAPMR which adapts
the LEAP algorithm to use EDGEMR. In addition, due to a software re-engineer-
ing effort, it was possible to remove the RMI module used by LEAP. To the
best of our knowledge there are no other algorithms that perform distributed
structure learning of probabilistic DLs.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces Description Log-
ics and summarizes DISPONTE. Sections 3 and 4 briefly describe the EDGE
and EDGEMR algorithms. Section 5 presents LEAPMR. Finally, Section 7 draws
conclusions.

2 Description Logics and DISPONTE

Description Logics (DLs) are a family of logic based knowledge representation
formalisms which are of particular interest for representing ontologies and for
the Semantic Web. For an extensive introduction to DLs we refer to [1, 2].

While DLs are a fragment of first order logic, they are usually represented
using a syntax based on concepts and roles. A concept corresponds to a set of
individuals while a role corresponds to a set of couples of individuals of the
domain.

A query over a KB is usually an axiom for which we want to test the en-
tailment from the KB. The entailment test may be reduced to checking the
unsatisfiability of a concept in the KB, i.e., the emptiness of the concept.

DISPONTE [3] (“DIstribution Semantics for Probabilistic ONTologiEs”) ap-
plies the distribution semantics to probabilistic ontologies [15]. In DISPONTE

G.Cota e al. Learning Probabilistic Ontologies with Distributed Parameter Learning
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a probabilistic knowledge base K is a set of certain and probabilistic axioms.
Certain axioms take the form of regular DL axioms. Probabilistic axioms take
the form p :: E, where p is a real number in [0, 1] and E is a DL axiom. A
DISPONTE KB defines a distribution over DL KBs called worlds assuming that
the axioms are independent. Each world w is obtained by including every certain
axiom plus a subset of chosen probabilistic axioms.

3 Parameter Learning for Probabilistic DLs

EDGE [12] is a parameter learning algorithm which adapts the algorithm EM-
BLEM [4], developed for learning the parameters for probabilistic logic programs,
to the case of probabilistic DLs under DISPONTE. Inspired by [7], it performs
an Expectation-Maximization cycle over Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs).

EDGE performs supervised parameter learning. It takes as input a DISPON-
TE KB and a number of positive and negative examples that represent the
queries in the form of concept membership axioms, i.e., in the form a : C for an
individual a and a class C.

First, EDGE generates, for each query, the BDD encoding its explanations
using BUNDLE [14]. Then, EDGE starts the EM cycle in which the steps of
Expectation and Maximization are iterated until a local maximum of the log-
likelihood (LL) of the examples is reached. The LL of the examples is guaranteed
to increase at each iteration. EDGE stops when the difference between the LL
of the current iteration and that of the previous one drops below a threshold ε
or when this difference is below a fraction δ of the previous LL. Finally, EDGE
returns the reached LL and the new probabilities for the probabilistic axioms.

EDGE is written in Java, hence it is highly portable. For further information
about EDGE please refer to [12].

4 Distributed Parameter Learning for Probabilistic DLs

In this section we briefly describe a parallel version of EDGE that exploits the
MapReduce approach in order to compute the parameters. We called this algo-
rithm EDGEMR [5].

Like most MapReduce frameworks, EDGEMR’s architecture follows a master-
slave model. The communication between the master and the slaves is done by
means of the Message Passing Interface (MPI).

In a distributed context, the performances depend on the scheduling strategy.
In order to evaluate different methods, we developed two scheduling strategies:
single-step scheduling and dynamic scheduling. These are used during the queries
computation phase.

Single-step Scheduling if N is the number of the slaves, the master divides
the total number of queries into N + 1 chunks, i.e. the number of slaves plus
the master. Then the master begins to compute its queries while, for the
other chunks of queries, the master starts a thread for sending each chunk
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to the corresponding slave. After the master has terminated dealing with
its queries, it waits for the results from the slaves. When the slowest slave
returns its results to the master, EDGEMR proceeds to the EM cycle.

Dynamic Scheduling is more flexible and adaptive than single-step schedul-
ing. At first, each machine is assigned a fixed-size chunk of queries in order.
Then, if the master ends handling its chunk it just takes the next one, in-
stead, if a slave ends handling its chunk, it asks the master for another one
and the master replies by sending a new chunk of queries to the slave. Dur-
ing this phase the master runs a thread listener that waits for the slaves’
requests of new chunks and for each request the listener starts a new thread
that sends a chunk to the slave which has done the request (to improve the
performances this is done through a thread pool). When all the queries are
evaluated, EDGEMR starts the EM cycle.

Experimental results conducted in [5] show that dynamic scheduling has usually
better performances than single-step.

5 Structure Learning with Distributed Parameter
Learning

LEAPMR is an evolution of the LEAP system [13]. While the latter exploits
EDGE, the first was adapted to be able to perform EDGEMR. Moreover, after
a process of software re-engineering it was possible to remove the RMI com-
munication module used by LEAP and therefore reduce some communication
overhead.

It performs structure and parameter learning of probabilistic ontologies under
DISPONTE by exploiting: (1) CELOE [8] for the structure, and (2) EDGEMR

(Section 4) for the parameters.
CELOE [8] was implemented in Java and belongs to the open-source frame-

work DL-Learner3. Let us consider a knowledge base K and a concept name
Target whose formal description, i.e. class description, we want to learn. It
learns a set of n class expressions Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ n) from a set of positive and
negative examples. Let K′ = K∪{C} where K is the background knowledge, we
say that a concept C covers an example e if K′ |= e. The class expressions found
are sorted according to a heuristic. Such expressions can be used to generate
candidate axioms of the form Ci v Target.

In order to learn an ontology, LEAPMR first searches for good candidate
probabilistic subsumption axioms by means of CELOE, then it performs a greedy
search in the space of theories using EDGEMR to evaluate the theories using the
log-likelihood as heuristic.

LEAPMR takes as input the knowledge base K and a set of examples, then
generates a set of candidate axioms by exploiting CELOE. A first execution
of EDGEMR is applied to K to compute the initial value of the parameters
and of the LL. Then LEAPMR adds to K one probabilistic subsumption axiom

3 http://dl-learner.org/
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generated from CELOE. After each addition, EDGEMR is performed on the
extended KB to compute the LL of the data and the parameters. If the LL is
better than the current best, the new axiom is kept in the knowledge base and the
parameter of the probabilistic axiom are updated, otherwise the learned axiom is
removed from the ontology and the previous parameters are restored. The final
theory is obtained from the union of the initial ontology and the probabilistic
axioms learned.

6 Experiments

In order to test how much the exploitation of EDGEMR can improve the perfor-
mances of LEAPMR, we did a preliminary test where we considered the Moral4

KB which qualitatively simulates moral reasoning. It contains 202 individuals
and 4710 axioms (22 axioms are probabilistic).

We performed the experiments on a cluster of 64-bit Linux machines with
8-cores Intel Haswell 2.40 GHz CPUs and 2 GB (max) memory allotted to Java
per node. We allotted 1, 3, 5, 9 and 17 nodes, where the execution with 1 node
corresponds to the execution of LEAP, while for the other configurations we used
the dynamic scheduling with chunks containing 3 queries. For each experiment 2
candidate probabilistic axioms are generated by using CELOE and a maximum
of 3 explanations per query was set for EDGEMR. Table 1 shows the speedup
obtained as a function of the number of machines (nodes). The speedup is the
ratio of the running time of 1 worker to the one of n workers. We can note
that the speedup is significant even if it is sublinear, showing that a certain
amount of overhead (the resources, and thereby the time, spent for the MPI
communications) is present.

Dataset
N. of Nodes

3 5 9 9

Moral 2.3 3.6 6.5 11.0

Table 1. Speedup of LEAPMR relative to LEAP for Moral KB.

7 Conclusions

The paper presents the algorithm LEAPMR for learning the structure of proba-
bilistic description logics under DISPONTE. LEAPMR performs EDGEMR which
is a MapReduce implementation of EDGE, exploiting modern computing infras-
tructures for performing distributed parameter learning.

We are currently working for distributing both the structure and the parame-
ter learning of probabilistic knowledge bases by exploiting EDGEMR also during

4 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Moral+Reasoner
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the building of the class expressions. In particular we would like to distribute
the scoring function used to evaluate the obtained refinements.
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Abstract. Historical documents are a relevant part of cultural heritage.
It is well-established that this domain is very complex: data are often
heterogeneous, semantically rich, and highly interlinked. For this reason,
searching and linking them with related contents represents a challenging
task. The use of Semantic Web technologies can provide innovative meth-
ods for more effective search and retrieval operations. In this paper we
present stole, a reference ontology that provides a vocabulary of terms
and relations that model the history of Italian public administration’
domain. stole can be considered a first step towards the development
of a knowledge exchange standard on this specific domain.

1 Context and Motivation

Historical texts and documents are considered an important component of cul-
tural heritage. Among other sources, historical newspapers and journals archived
in libraries represent a valuable source of information for historians.

In the last years, several portals and digital libraries in the cultural heritage
field have been enhanced with Semantic Web (SW) technologies in order to im-
plement methods for more effective search and retrieval operations. In fact, they
can offer effective solutions about design and implementation of user-friendly
ways to access and query content and meta-data – see [11] for a survey in the
historical research domain. The use of SW technologies can improve the pro-
ductivity of research in historical domain, since they help to identify implicit
and explicit knowledge included in the documents, e.g., reference to a historical
person contained in a historical source can be discovered and related to other
entities, for example events in which that person has been involved in.

One of the main elements of the SW infrastructure are ontologies. They
provide a shared and clear representation for a specific domain and they may play
a major role in supporting knowledge extraction, knowledge discovery, and data
integration processes. An ontology is usually defined as a formal specification of
domain knowledge conceptualization. A Knowledge Base (KB) is composed of
two elements, i.e., a Terminological Box (TBox) and an Assertional Box (ABox).
The TBox represents the intensional knowledge of the KB and it is made up of
classes of data and relations among them. In the following, we use the terms
TBox and ontology interchangeably to denote the conceptual part of a KB. The
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ABox contains extensional knowledge, which is specific to the individuals of the
domain.

In this paper we present stole1, a reference ontology that provides a vocab-
ulary of terms and relations with which it is possible to model the history of
Italian public administration’ domain. stole represents a first step towards the
development of a knowledge exchange standard on this specific domain. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that ontological modeling has been
undertaken for this specific domain.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the specific case
study that motivated this research. In Section 3 we present the stole ontology
and its design process. This ontology is built on an extended version of stole [1].
We conclude the paper in Section 4 by identifying stimulating directions and
challenging issues for continued and future research in this application domain.

2 Case Study

In the last years the way of doing historical research has deeply changed. From
traditional research in archives and libraries, which necessarily required the pres-
ence on site and had precise limits and constraints, the digitization of historical
documents allows new perspectives and ways to conduct research. The use of
SW technologies has upset times, costs, methods of historical research, and is
also changing the so-called culture of the document.

The heritage of the history of public administration represents a fundamental
element to understand the history of the Italian institutions as well as the history
of the country in general. One of the main sources used in this field of research is
represented by historical text and documents, including journals and newspapers
of the age. Recently, several web sites concerning specific domain databases on
Italian institutions, e.g., the Bibliography of Italian Parliament 2 and Internet
Archive 3, offer to the scholars the opportunity to easily access the sources, which
are sometimes totally unknown.

The development of the stole ontology responds to the needs of some re-
searchers of Department of History of the University of Sassari which, since the
1980s, have been involved in a project designed to collect and digitalize historical
journals regarding the origin and the evolution of institutions, customs, usages,
and rules in the Italian public administration. As a result, the arap4 digital
archive of the University of Sassari was created and it actually collects a large
amount of information about some of the most relevant journal articles published
between 1848 and 1946 concerning the legislative history of public administra-
tion in Italy. The main goal of arap was to offer to the scientific community

1 stole is the acronym for the Italian “STOria LEgislativa della pubblica amminis-
trazione italiana”, that means “Legislative History of Italian Public Administration”.

2 http://bpr.camera.it
3 https://archive.org
4 arap is the acronym for the Italian “Archivio di Riviste sull’Amministrazione Pub-

blica”, that means “Archive of Journals on Italian Public Administration”.
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interested in those documents, such as historians, lawyers, political scientists,
and sociologists, a repository of important sources, otherwise hardly accessible.

The journal articles included in arap have a remarkably value for the wealth
of information they contain. In fact, starting the research from the journals
could make a positive and significant contribution to the current knowledge. For
example, through the study of these documents it is possible to establish con-
nections between authors, institutions, persons and historical events mentioned
in an article. Specifically, the link between an author and the people cited can
reveal a lot, such as the political and cultural reference of the author. Clearly,
the relationship between an institution and an historical event can offer support
to understand the evolution of public administration. The use of certain con-
cepts or the recurring of names in relation to some historical events can be an
indicator of a trend.

In this context, stole represent the core element of the arap digital archive
and its main goal is to to model historical concepts and gain insights into this
specific field in order to support historians in their research tasks.

3 The STOLE Ontology

The main steps of the stole ontology design process concerned the identification
both of the key concepts for this specific domain, and the proper language for
the TBox implementation. Moreover, we populated the ontology, i.e., filling the
ABox with semantic annotations. A team of domain experts was involved during
the whole ontology development process. In particular, they contributed at the
early stage in order to define the key issues related to the application domain.

In the first phase, we detected the main categories of data expressed in the
considered historical documents. The results of this process enabled us to detect
three categories of elements: 1) Data concerning the authors of the articles,
e.g., name, surname and biography; 2) Data concerning the journal and the
article, e.g., article title, journal name, date and topics raised in the article; 3)
Data concerning some relevant facts and people cited in the article, e.g, people,
historical events, institutions. In this specific domain, historical analysis is based
on these categories of information and focused on the interrelations among these
data. For instance, the relation between an author and the people mentioned in
an article could provide valuable information to historians, e.g., if an author has
often referred to Giuseppe Mazzini then it could easily be interpreted that this
author was favourable to the republic.

During the second phase, the TBox of the stole ontology has been designed
building on some existing standards and meta-data vocabularies, such as Biblio-
graphic Ontology (BIBO) 5, Bio Vocabulary (BIO) 6, Dublin Core (DC) 7, Friend

5 http://bibliontology.com
6 http://vocab.org/bio/0.1/.html
7 http://dublincore.org
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of A Friend (FOAF) 8, and Ontology of the Chamber of Deputies (OCD) 9. In de-
tails, BIBO has been used to describe information about documents, for instance
bibo:volume, bibo:issue, bibo:pageStart and bibo:pageEnd, denoting val-
ues of volume, issue, page start and page end of an article, respectively. Both
BIO and FOAF have been used in order to describe information about people.
In the case of FOAF, we reused terms such as foaf:person, foaf:firstName,
foaf:surname, foaf:gender. Other information about people, their relation-
ships and the events in their lives have been described using BIO concepts, such
as bio:birth, bio:death, bio:event, bio:place, bio:biography. From DC we
reused concepts related to the structure and characteristics of a document, e.g,
dc:title, dc:isPartOf, dc:publisher, dc:description. Considering OCD,
we noticed that it is a relevant source for stole ontology since, for example,
most part of the authors of articles related to the history of the public adminis-
tration topics during their lives were also involved in government activities. In
particular, OCD provided us valuable concepts in order to give detailed infor-
mation about people involved in political offices. Finally, the usage of these core
ontologies allows both extensibility and interoperability of stole with other
resources and applications.

In dealing with the modeling language, we decide to use OWL2 DL [8] since it
allows to properly model the knowledge for our application domain by means of
constructs like cardinality restrictions and other role constraints, e.g., functional
properties. The TBox is composed of 268 axioms, 19 classes, 34 object properties,
and 33 data properties.

In the following, we describe main classes of the stole ontology.

Article represents our library, namely the collection of historical journal arti-
cles. Every instance of this class has data properties such as articleTitle,
articleDate, pageStart, and pageEnd.

Institution is used to represent the public institutions cited in the articles.
This class contains four subclasses, namely Central, Local,
PoliticalInstitution and EconomicInstitution. Notice that Central

and Local are disjoint classes. The same holds for PoliticalInstitution

and EconomicInstitution. In this way, for example, an institution can be
both a local institution and a political institution at the same time.

Jurisprudence is a subclass of Article and contains a series of verdicts which
are entirely written in the articles. Every individual of this subclass has the
following data properties: verdictDate, verdictTitle, and byCourt.

Law is also a subclass of Article, and it contains a set of principles, rules, and
regulations set up by a government or other authority which are entirely
written in the articles. This subclass has data properties such as lawDate

and lawTitle.

Event denotes relevant events. It contains five subclasses modeling different
kinds of events: Birth and Death are subclasses related to a person’s life;

8 http://www.foaf-project.org
9 http://data.camera.it/data
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BeginPublication and EndPublication represent the publication period
of a journal; HistoricalEvent contains the most relevant events that have
marked the Italian history.

Journal denotes the collection of historical journals. This class has data prop-
erties such as journalArticle, publisher, and issn.

Person is the class representing people involved in the Italian legislative and
public administration history. This class contains one subclass, Author, that
includes the contributors of the articles. Every instance of this class has some
data properties as firstName, surname, and biography.

Place represents cities and countries related to people and events.
Subject is a class representing topics tackled in the historical journals.

In conclusion, there are other examples of ontologies designed for the cultural
heritage domain, e.g., CIDOC CRM [5], however these are rather generic to
be applied in our context where a detailed modeling of the singular domain
is needed. Despite its specific nature, stole could be used in several fields of
research, e.g., admnistrative law, political science, history of institutions.

4 Current Work and Open Problems

Currently, we are extending and improving in many ways the implementation
of this work. First, we are dealing with a key issue for historians, namely how
to disambiguate individuals and how to manage changing names, e.g., different
people with the same name or institutions that changed name retaining the
same functions. This point still represents an open challenge in this application
domain– see [11].

Another open problem relates the ontology population process. For the cur-
rent version, stole has been populated leveraging a set of annotated historical
documents comprised into the arap archive. Semantic annotations were pro-
vided by a team of domain experts and individuals were added to the ontology
by means of a JAVA program built on top of the OWL APIs [9]. This activity re-
quires specialized expertise, it is time consuming and resource-intensive. Given
these reasons, we are studying to find solutions for its automatization on the
basis of some recent contributions – see, e.g.,[7, 10, 13, 6]. Most approaches for
automatic or semi-automatic ontology population process from texts are based
on the following techniques: Natural Language Processing [4], Machine Learning
[2], and Information Extraction [12]. Once the ontology will be fully populated,
we are planning to perform an experimental analysis on the stole ontology in-
volving state of the art DL reasoners on both classification and query answering
tasks.
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Abstract. Semantic image interpretation (SII) leverages Semantic Web ontolo-
gies for generating a mathematical structure that describes the content of images.
SII algorithms consider the ontologies only in a late phase of the SII process to
enrich these structures. In this research proposal we study a well-founded frame-
work that combines logical knowledge with low-level image features in the early
phase of SII. The image content is represented with a partial model of an on-
tology. Each element of the partial model is grounded to a set of segments of
the image. Moreover, we propose an approximate algorithm that searches for the
most plausible partial model. The comparison of our method with a knowledge-
blind baseline shows that the use of ontologies significantly improves the results.

1 Introduction

Semantic image interpretation (SII) is the task of generating a semantically rich struc-
ture that describes the content of an image [8]. This structure is both human and ma-
chine understandable and can be encoded by using the Semantic Web (SW) language
RDF. The first advantage is that RDF enables the enrichment of the semantic content of
images with SW resources, the second one is that an RDF based description of images
enables content-based image retrieval via query languages like SPARQL.

The main challenge in SII is bridging the so called semantic gap [3], which is the
complex correlation between low-level image features and high-level semantic con-
cepts. High-level knowledge plays a key role in bridging the semantic gap [17,18]. This
knowledge can be found in the ontologies provided by the SW.

Most of the current approaches to SII exploit ontologies at a later stage when some
hypothesis (a geometric description of the objects and their spatial relations) of the im-
age content have already been formulated by a bottom-up approach (see for instance
[13,15,17,11,12,3,6,1]). In these cases background knowledge is exploited to check the
consistency of the output and/or to infer new facts. These works do not consider uncer-
tainty coming from the low-level image analysis or require a set of DL rules for defining
what is abducible, which need to be manually crafted.

In this research proposal we study a general framework for SII that allows the in-
tegration of ontologies with low-level image features. The framework takes as input
the ontology and exploits it in the process of image interpretation. The output is a de-
scription of the content of an image in terms of a (most plausible) partial logical model

? I thank my advisor Luciano Serafini for his precious help, suggestions and patience.
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of the ontology [15]. Instead of lifting up low-level features into a logical form using
concrete domain (as in [11]) we proceed in the opposite direction, by compiling down
the background knowledge into low-level features. This allows us a more flexible infer-
ence in processing numeric information and to use simpler, and more efficient, logical
reasoners for the semantic part. This partial model is generated by using optimisation
methods (e.g. clustering) that integrate numeric and logical information. Our contribu-
tion is a formal framework for SII that integrates low-level features and logical axioms.
Moreover, we developed an early prototype and we evaluated it, with promising results,
on the task of detecting complex objects starting from the presence of their parts [5].

2 Theoretical framework

The proposed framework takes as input a labelled picture that is a picture partitioned
into segments (regions of pixels) using a semantic segmentation algorithm [4,7]. Each
segment has a set of weighted labels that represent the level of confidence of the se-
mantic segmentation. Labels are taken from the signature Σ which is the alphabet of
the ontology. A labelled picture is a pair P = 〈S,L〉 where S = {s1 . . . , sn} is a set of
segments of the picture P , and L is a function that associates to each segment s ∈ S a
set L(s) of weighted labels 〈l, w〉 ∈ Σ × (0, 1].

In this research proposal we study a method for discovering new objects (e.g., com-
posite objects) and relations between objects by exploiting low-level image features
and a Description Logic (DL) [2] ontology. The ontology has the classical signature
Σ = ΣC ] ΣR ] ΣI of symbols for concepts, relations and individuals respectively.
We adopt the standard definitions for syntax and semantics of DL3 . An ontology O on
Σ is a set of DL axioms. An interpretation of a DL signature Σ is a pair I =

〈
∆I , ·I

〉
,

where ∆I is a non empty set and ·I is a function that interprets the symbols of Σ in
∆I . I is a model of an ontology O if it satisfies all the axioms in O. The axioms of
the ontology are constraints on the states of the world. A picture, however, provides
only a partial view of the state of the world, indeed, it could show a person with only
one (visible) leg. Therefore, the content of a picture is not isomorphic to a model, as a
model could contain objects not appearing in the picture (the invisible leg). The content
of a picture should instead be represented as a partial model4.

Definition 1 (Partial model). Let I and I ′ be two interpretations of the signatures Σ
and Σ′ respectively, with Σ ⊆ Σ′; I ′ is an extension of I, or equivalently I ′ extends
I, if∆I ⊆ ∆I′ , aI = aI

′
, CI = CI

′ ∩∆I andRI = RI
′ ∩∆I×∆I , for all a ∈ ΣI ,

C ∈ ΣC and R ∈ ΣR. Ip is a partial model for a ontology O, in symbols Ip |=p O, if
there is a model I of O that extends Ip.

In this framework the use of DL ontologies is twofold: first they are a terminological
source for labelled pictures, second the DL inference services are exploited to check
if an interpretation is a partial model and thus inferring new facts. The semantic inter-
pretation of a picture is a partial model plus an alignment, called grounding, of every
element of ∆Ip with the segments of the picture.

3 In this paper we use the SHIQ DL.
4 This intuition was introduced in [15], our formalization however is slightly different.
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Definition 2 (Semantically interpreted picture). Given an ontologyO with signature
Σ and a labelled picture P = 〈S,L〉, a semantically interpreted picture is a triple
S = (P, Ip,G)O where:

– Ip = 〈∆Ip , ·Ip〉 is a partial model of O;
– G ⊆ ∆Ip × S is a left-total and surjective relation called grounding relation:

if 〈d, s〉 ∈ G then there exists an l ∈ L(s) such that:
1. if l ∈ ΣC then d ∈ lIp ;
2. if l ∈ ΣI then d = lIp ;
3. if l ∈ ΣR then 〈d, d′〉 ∈ RI or 〈d′, d〉 ∈ RI for some d′ ∈ ∆I .

The grounding of every d ∈ ∆Ip , denoted by G(d), is the set {s ∈ S | 〈d, s〉 ∈ G}.

There are many possible explanations of the picture content, thus there are many
partial models describing a picture via a grounding relation. We define a cost function
S that assigns a cost to a partial model based on its adherence to the image content:
the higher the adherence the lower the cost. The most plausible partial model I∗p is the
partial model that minimizes S, in symbols:

I∗p = argmin
Ip|=pO

G⊆∆Ip×S

S(P, Ip,G)O (1)

The definition of S has to take into account low-level features of the segments and high-
level semantic features of the partial model derivable form the ontology. Intuitively the
cost function measures the semantic gap between the two types of features.

Definition 3 (Semantic image interpretation problem). Given an ontology O and a
labelled picture P , a cost function S, the semantic image interpretation problem is the
construction of a semantically interpreted picture S = (P, Ip,G)O that minimizes S.

3 Method

In this proposal we restrict to the recognition of complex objects from their parts. For
example, given a labelled picture where only some parts of a man (the legs, one arm and
the head) and of a horse (the legs, the muzzle and the tail) are labelled we want to infer
the presence of some logical individuals with their classes (man and horse respectively).
These individuals are linked with their parts through the partOf relation. This can be
seen as a clustering problem and we specify the cost function in terms of clustering
optimisation. The parts (simple objects) are the input of the clustering problem whereas
a single cluster contains the parts of a composite object. In addition, the parts to cluster
are the individuals d ∈ ∆Ip with the following features:

– a set of low-level image features extracted from G(d), the grounding of d;
– a set of semantic features corresponding the most specific concepts extracted from

the set {C ∈ ΣC | d ∈ CIp} assigned to d by Ip.
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We use the centroid of G(d) as a numeric feature but the approach can be generalised
to other features. Clustering algorithms are based on some distance between the input
elements defined in terms of their features. Let δG(d, d′) be the Euclidean distance of the
centroids of G(d) and G(d′), δsO(d, d′) a semantic distance between simple objects and
δcO(d, d

′) a semantic distance between a simple object and its corresponding composite
object. We define the cost function as the quality measure of the clustering:

S(〈P, Ip,G〉O) = α

 ∑
d,d′∈(∃hasPart.>)Ip

δG(d, d
′)

+

(1−α)

 ∑
〈d′,d〉∈partOfIp

〈d′′,d〉∈partOfIp

(δG(d
′, d′′) + δsO(d

′, d′′)) +
∑

〈d′,d〉∈partOfIp

(δG(d
′, d) + δcO(d

′, d))

 .

Following [9], the first component of the above equation measures the centroid distance
between the composite objects (inter-cluster distance). The second component estimates
the distance between the elements of each single cluster (intra-cluster distance).

Minimising analytically the above equation is rather complex, thus we developed
an iterative algorithm that at each loop groups the several parts of a composite object
approximating the cost function. If the grouping is not a partial model the algorithm
enters in the next loop and selects another clustering. In the first step our algorithm
generates an initial partial model Ip from P = 〈S,L〉 where ∆Ip contains an element
ds for every segment s ∈ S and any concept C in the labelled picture is interpreted as
CIp = {ds|C ∈ L(s)}. The grounding G is the set of pair 〈ds, s〉. Then, the algorithm
enters in a loop where a non-parametric clustering procedure [10] clusters the input
elements d ∈ ∆Ip by using their numeric and semantic features according to δG and
δsO. Each cluster cl corresponds to a composite object dcl which is introduced in Ip
and is connected via the hasPart relation to the elements of cl. We predict the type
of this new individual via abductive reasoning: the type is the ontology concept that
shares the maximum number of parts with the elements of the cluster. For example, if
we cluster some elements of type Tail, Muzzle and Arm an abducted ontology concept
will be Horse. These new facts are introduced in Ip and the algorithm checks if Ip is a
partial model ofO by using a DL reasoner (Pellet [16]). If true the algorithm returns Ip
otherwise it extends the input elements with a set of consistency features that encode
information about the inconsistency of Ip. These features tend to separate (resp. join)
the segments that have been joined (resp. separated) in the previous clustering. The
cluster of our example is inconsistent because a horse does not have arms. Then the
algorithm returns at the beginning of the loop.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate our approach we created, by using LABELME [14], a dataset of 204 labelled
pictures. For each picture we manually annotated simple objects, composite objects and
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Table 1. Performance of the proposed algorithm for SII and comparison with the baseline. The
reported data are the average of the three measures on each single picture.

precGRP recGRP F1GRP precCOP recCOP F1COP

SII 0.61 0.89 0.67 0.73 0.75 0.74
Baseline 0.45 0.71 0.48 0.66 0.69 0.66

their part-whole relations5. We also created a simple ontology6 with a basic formalisa-
tion of meronymy in the domains of: houses, trees, people, and street vehicles. We built
a ground truth by associating every single labelled picture P to its partial model en-
coded in an ABox AP . The partial model returned by our algorithm is encoded in the
A∗P ABox, in order to compare AP with A∗P we define the following two measures.

Grouping (GRP): this measure expresses how good is our algorithm at grouping
parts of the same composite object. We define precision, recall and F1 measure on the
set of siblings (the parts of the same composite object): sibl(A) = {〈d, d′〉 | ∃d′′ :
partOf(d, d′′), partOf(d′, d′′) ∈ A}. Thus:

precGRP(P) =
|sibl(AP) ∩ sibl(A∗P)|

|sibl(A∗P)|
recGRP(P) =

|sibl(AP) ∩ sibl(A∗P)|
|sibl(AP)|

Complex-object prediction (COP): this measure expresses how good is our algo-
rithm at predicting the type of the composite object. We define precision, recall and
F1 measure on the types of the composite object each part is assigned to: ptype(A) =
{〈d,C〉 | ∃d′ : {partOf(d, d′),C(d′)} ⊂ A}. Thus:

precCOP(P) =
|ptype(AP) ∩ ptype(A∗P)|

|ptype(A∗P)|
recCOP(P) =

|ptype(AP) ∩ ptype(A∗P)|
|ptype(AP)|

To measure how the semantics improves the recognition of composite objects from their
parts we implemented a baseline that clusters without semantic features, see Table 1.
We can see that the explicit use of semantic knowledge via semantic distance, abductive
and deductive reasoning improves the baseline that relies only on numeric features.

5 Conclusions

We proposed a well-founded and general framework for SII that integrates symbolic
information of an ontology with low-level numeric features of a picture. An image
is interpreted as a (most plausible) partial model of an ontology that allows the query
about the semantic content. We applied the framework to the specific task of recognizing
composite objects from their parts. The evaluation shows good results and the injection
of semantic knowledge improves the performance with respect to a semantically-blind
baseline. As future work, we want to extend our evaluation by using more low-level
features, by studying other relations and by using a semantic segmentation algorithm as
source of labelled pictures.

5 An example of labelled picture is available at http://bit.ly/1DXZxic
6 The ontology is available at http://bit.ly/1AruGh0
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Abstract. We present the first prototype of Labelled tuProlog, an ex-
tension of tuProlog exploiting labelled variables to enable a sort of multi-
paradigm / multi-language programming aimed at pervasive systems.

1 Context & Motivation

To face the challenges of today pervasive system, which are inherently complex,
distributed, situated [7] and intelligent, suitable models and technologies are re-
quired to effectively support distributed situated intelligence. To this end, in this
paper we investigate a logic programming (LP) extension based on labelled vari-
ables, and test it by means of a prototype rooted in the tuProlog system [3, 9],
called Labelled tuProlog. Our general aim is to define a unique blend of LP and
labelled variables – a sort of multi-paradigm and multi-language programming
framework for a distributed environment – where diverse computational models
can be tailored to the local needs of situated systems by means of suitable la-
belled variables systems, and work together against the common LP background
according to the original tuProlog aim [3].

Our work builds upon the general notion of label defined by Gabbay [4], and
adopts the techniques introduced by Holzbaur [6] to develop a generalisation of
LP where labels are exploited to define computations in domain-specific contexts,
while retaining the conventional syntax of LP. More generally, our work moves
from the observation that pervasiveness of today systems requires awareness of
the environment as well as the ability of reacting to changes. This mandates for
models promoting system intelligence, and for technologies making it possible to
spread intelligence wherever needed. While logic-based approaches are natural
candidates for intelligent systems, a pure LP approach seems not to fit the needs
of situated systems. Instead, a hybrid approach would make it possible to exploit
LP for what it is most suited – symbolic computation –, while possibly delegating
other aspects (such as situated computations) to other languages, or to other
levels of computation. This is precisely where the notion of labelled variables
can be of help: by enabling some parts of the computation to be expressed at a
separate level, while retaining the general coherence of the LP approach.

Being light-weight, intentionally designed around a minimal core, and Java-
based, tuProlog is an ideal candidate to support the above goal—distributing
situated intelligence while supporting labelled-variable-based computations.
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2 Calegari, Denti & Omicini

While several works exists in this area – such as [8, 1] – they mostly focus onto
specific scenarios and sorts of systems—e.g. modal logic, deductive systems, fuzzy
systems, etc. Instead, our model aims at providing a general-purpose mechanism
that could fit several relevant context-specific systems, while seamlessly rooted
in the LP framework.

While in our first prototype labels are only applied to variables – and not
generally to formulas like in Gabbay [4] – the proposed notion of label is already
general enough to capture Holzbaur’s attribute variables [6], opening the way
towards the expressiveness and the computational power of Constraint Logic
Programming (CLP) [10, 5]—which is why the two case studies presented below
assume CLP as the reference label domain.

2 The Labelled Variables Model in Logic Programming

A Labelled Variables Model for Logic Programming is defined by:

– a set of basic labels b1,. . . , bn, each with the form of a logic term, which
represent entities in the domain of labels;

– a set of labels, each defined as a set of basic labels—i.e., li = {b1i, .., bni};
– a labelling association 〈v, l〉, associating label l to variable v: as a convenient

shortcut, such association can be written as vl;
– a combining function fL, synthesising a new label from two given ones,

combining the two labels according to some scenario-specific criteria.

The unification of two labelled variables is represented by the extended tuple
(true/false, θ, label) where true/false represents the existence of an answer, θ
represents the most general substitution, and label represents the new label as-
sociated to the unified variables defined by the combining function fL. Figure
1 reports the unification rules for two generic terms T1 and T2: to lighten the
notation, undefined elements in the tuple are omitted—i.e., labels or substitu-
tions that do not exist/do not apply in a particular situation. Since, by design,
only variables can be labelled here, the only case to be added to the standard
unification table is represented by labelled variables.

Fig. 1. Unification rules summary
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Labelled Variables in Logic Programming: A First Prototype 3

While this choice clearly confines the impact of labelling, keeping the label
computational model well separate from the LP one, it is also too restrictive in
practice: in fact, application scenarios often need to express some relevant prop-
erties via by suitable terms, so that they can influence the label computation.
For this purpose, we introduce the notion of label-interpreted terms, as a set of
semantically-relevant terms in the domain of labels, along with a pre-processing
phase, where each label-interpreted term is intercepted and replaced with an
anonymous variable labelled with that term. In this way, any special term in the
domain of label can be treated normally by the fL combining function, with no
need to change the basic model above.

3 Prototype in tuProlog

In this Section we apply our model in the context of the tuProlog system, de-
signing a tuProlog extension that enables users to define their own labelled ap-
plications for their specific domains of interest.

3.1 System architecture

Since tuProlog is Java-based, a language extension can be provided both as a
Prolog meta-level or library, or via suitable Java methods [3]. We support both
ways, defining first a Prolog-language level to denote labelled variables, then two
language extensions (Prolog-based and Java-based) to be used in alterative to
denote the labelled application (Subsection 3.2).

Moreover, practical reasons suggest to avoid the proliferation of anonymous
variables in the pre-processing phase, since they would pollute the name space
and make the code less readable: for this reason, the prototype adopts a language
shortcut to specify the label of a term directly, with no need to actually replace
terms with unbound variables explicitly. However, this is just a linguistic exten-
sion – not a model extension –, thus leaving the model properties untouched.

3.2 The language extension

In order to enable users to define their labelled application, a suitable set of
Prolog predicates / Java methods is introduced to let users define: (i) the label/-
variable association; (ii) the function fL that specifies under which conditions
two labels unify in the selected domain, returning the new label associated with
the unified term; (iii) a shortcut for the pre-processing transformation, moving
label-interpreted terms to the label world, making them labels of undefined vari-
ables. For the sake of brevity, we show here how to express the three entities just
on the Prolog side only—the Java side being conceptually identical.

– the label/variable association is expressed by the label associate(+Var,

+Term ) predicate, which associates variable Var to label Term ; as a further
convenience, the °/2 infix operator is also provided for the same purpose.

R.Calegari et al. Labelled Variables in Logic Programming: A First Prototype in tuProlog
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– the function fL is expressed by the label generate(+Label1, +Label2,

-Label3 ) predicate, which encodes how to build a new label from two given
ones.

– the pre-processing phase is embedded in the label interpret(+Label,

+Term ) helper predicate, which succeeds if Term can potentially be uni-
fied with the label Label in the label world, or fails otherwise. Only if the
check succeeds, the labelled variable is actually unified with the term.

4 Case studies

In the following we present two application examples: Interval CLP [2] and Dress
Selection based on colour-match rules. There, figures show both the syntax (left),
and the prototype screenshot (right), which sometimes differs due to the current
implementation shortcuts, as discussed below.

4.1 Interval CLP

In this application scenario, variables are labelled with their admissible numeric
interval—that is, X°[A,B] means that X can span over the range [A..B]. Unifi-
cation succeeds if two numeric intervals overlap, in which case the intersected
interval is the newly-computed label. Being specific of the application scenario,
the behaviour is defined by the fL function.

In the code in Figure 2 (top), labelled variable Y is unified with labelled
variable X: the operation succeeds (X/Y), with both variables receiving the new
label [2,3]. Conversely, in the subsequent case the unification fails, because the
intersected interval is empty.

In the third case, three aspects are worth highlighting. First of all, an explicit
unification is needed to link an unlabelled logic variable (X) to a labelled variable
(X°[2,5]). The second aspect concerns the last term: because the shortcut no-
tation Z°plus(X,Y) is not yet supported by the prototype, the unification with
a new (possibly anonymous) variable must be made explicit (Z= °plus(X,Y)).

Fig. 2. Interval CLP in Labelled tuProlog

?- Y°[1,3]=X°[2,5].
X / Y °[2,3]
yes.

?- Y°[1,3]=X°[4,5].
no.

?- X°[2,5], Y°[1,3], Z°plus(X,Y).
Z °[3..8]
yes.
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This is why an auxiliary variable (T) is introduced—but Z could have been reused
in alternative, as above. Finally, plus(X,Y) is an example of a label-interpreted
term (whose meaning is obvious) requiring pre-processing.

4.2 Dress Selection

Here, the goal is to select from the wardrobe all the shirts that respect some given
colour constraints: the domain of labels includes then shirts and their colours.

The predicate shirt(Colour,Description ) represents a shirt with of
colour Colour , expressed in terms of its RGB composition – a triple like
rgb(Red,Green,Blue ) –, synthetically described by Description . This means
that in standard LP the knowledge representation would include facts like
shirt(rgb(255,255,255), amy white blouse), and alike.

In the labelled context, however, the objective is to move relevant information
to the domain of labels. Since labels can only be attached to variables, a different
knowledge representation is adopted, where Colour is seen as a labelled variable,
having the rgb/3 term above as its label. Accordingly, the wardrobe content
representation is as follows:

shirt(Argb(255,240,245), pink blouse).

shirt(Brgb(255,222,173), yellow tshirt).

shirt(Crgb(119,136,153), army tshirt).

shirt(Drgb(188,143,143), periwinkle blouse).

shirt(Ergb(255,245,238), cream blouse).

To obtain all the shirts in the wardrobe, a query such as
?- shirt(Colour, Description)

would obviously generate all the possible solutions in backtracking (Figure 3,
top). By suitable exploiting labelled variables, however, the query can be refined
by defining a target colour in the goal, and exploiting the combining function to
get only the dresses whose dress colour is “similar enough” to the target.

To this end, two RGB colours c1 = rgb(r1, g1, b1) and c2 = rgb(r2, g2, b2) are
considered similar – so, the corresponding labels unify – if their distance is below
a given threshold. For the sake of concreteness, we assume the threshold to be
≤ 100, and the colour distance to be normalised and computed as a distance in
a 3D Euclidean space.

The fL function, checking whether two given labels (c1=target colour and
c2=dress colour) are to be considered as similar, can be defined as:

fL(c1, c2) =

{
c2 if distance(c1, c2) ≤ threshold ∈ [0..100]

{} if distance(c1, c2) > threshold ∈ [0..100]

During the unification of the two labelled variables whose label represent the
target colour and the dress colour, the following steps are performed: if the
dress colour is similar to the target colour, the returned label is dress colour—
that is, the colour of the selected shirt; if, instead, the two colours are not similar,
the empty label is returned, causing the unification process to fail.

R.Calegari et al. Labelled Variables in Logic Programming: A First Prototype in tuProlog
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Fig. 3. Colour Constraints in Labelled tuProlog

?- shirt(Colour , Desc).
Desc / pink_blouse ;
Desc / yellow_tshirt ;
Desc / army_tshirt ;
Desc / periwinkle_blouse ;
Desc / cream_blouse ;
no.

?-shirt(Colour°rgb (255 ,239 ,213) , Desc).
Desc / pink_blouse ;
Desc / yellow_tshirt ;
Desc / cream_blouse ;
no.

Now let us look for all the shirts similar to the papaya colour : assuming a
normalised similarity threshold of 30 (max is 100), the system returns just three
solutions (Figure 3, bottom) instead of the five available in un unconstrained
world (Figure 3, top), thus actually pruning the solution tree.
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Abstract. Intelligent agents solving problems in the real-world require
domain models containing widespread knowledge of the world. Synthe-
sising operator descriptions and domain specific constraints by hand for
AI planning domain models is time-intense, error-prone and challenging.
To alleviate this, automatic domain model acquisition techniques have
been introduced. For example, the LOCM system requires as input some
plan traces only, and is effectively able to automatically encode the dy-
namic part of the domain model. However, the static part of the domain,
i.e., the underlying structure of the domain that can not be dynamically
changed, but that affects the way in which actions can be performed is
usually missed, since it can hardly be derived by observing transitions
only.
In this paper we introduce ASCoL, a tool that exploits graph analysis for
automatically identifying static relations, in order to enhance planning
domain models. ASCoL has been evaluated on domain models gener-
ated by LOCM for the international planning competition, and has been
shown to be effective.

Keywords: Automated Planning, Knowledge Engineering, Domain Model
Acquisition, Domain Constraints.

1 Introduction

Intelligent agents that solve problems in the real-world use models containing
vast knowledge of that world to plan their actions. Designing complete domain
models and gathering application knowledge is crucial not only for the efficiency
of intelligent planning systems, but also for the correctness of the resulting ac-
tion plans generated by intelligent agents. Creating such models is a difficult
task, that is usually done manually; it requires planning experts and it is time-
consuming and error-prone.

In this paper we present ASCoL, (Automated Static Constraint Learner), a
tool that can effectively identify static knowledge by considering plan traces as
the only source of information.

In the following sections, we first provide a general background of the areas
and concepts included in this research which is followed by the research question,
problem, contribution, the developed system and system evaluation. The paper
is concluded with a discussion of some future goals.
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2 Background

2.1 AI Planning

The term Planning refers to the process of reasoning about actions and then
organizing those actions to accomplish a desired goal. It gives a full scheme
for doing or accomplishing something. In Artificial Intelligence (AI) terms this
scheme is known as a Plan. Plan generation is considered an important prop-
erty of intelligent behaviour. AI Planning has been a part of study in artificial
intelligence for over two decades.

Classical planning [2] deals with finding a (partially or totally ordered) se-
quence of actions transforming the static, deterministic and fully observable
environment from some initial state to a desired goal state. In the classical rep-
resentation atoms are predicates. States are defined as sets of ground (positive)
atoms. A planning operator op = (name(o), pre(o), eff−(o), eff+(o)) is speci-
fied such that name(o) = op name(x1, . . . , xk) (op name is a unique operator
name and x1, . . . xk are variable symbols (arguments of certain types) appear-
ing in the operator), pre(o) is a set of predicates representing the operator’s
preconditions, eff−(o) and eff+(o) are sets of predicates representing the op-
erator’s negative and positive effects. Actions are ground instances of planning
operators. An action A = (pre(A), eff−(A), eff+(A)) is applicable in a state s
if and only if pre(A) ⊆ s. Application of A in s (if possible) results in a state
(s \ eff−(A)) ∪ eff+(A).

2.2 Knowledge Engineering for AI Planning

Knowledge Acquisition and Knowledge Engineering (KE) have been significant
to Artificial Intelligence (AI) research since the fields inception. Acquiring do-
main knowledge from input training data has attracted much interest in research.

The domain model acquisition problem has mainly been tackled by exploiting
two approaches. On the one hand, knowledge engineering tools for planning
have been introduced over time, for supporting human experts in modelling the
knowledge. Two particular examples are itSIMPLE [10] and PDDL studio [8].
Recently, also crowd-sourcing has been exploited for acquiring planning domain
models [13]. On the other hand, a number of techniques are currently available
for automatic domain model acquisition; they rely on example data for deriving
domain models. For example ARMS [12], SLAF [9] and many more. Significant
differences can be found in terms of the quantity and quality of the required
inputs. [6] presents a brief overview of nine different knowledge engineering tools
used in planning and compares these systems on a set of criteria.

2.3 The LOCM System

One such knowledge acquisition tool is LOCM (Learning Object-Centred Mod-
els) [1] that carries out automated generation of a planning domain model from
a set of example training plans. Each plan is a sequence of actions, where each
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action in the plan is stated as a name and a list of objects that are affected or
are needed during the actions execution. Different plan traces are generated by
observing the behaviour of an agent in its environment.

The LOCM method is unique in that it requires no prior knowledge and can
learn action schema without requiring any additional information about predi-
cates or initial, goal or intermediate state descriptions of objects for the example
action sequences. The exception to this is that LOCM effectively determines the
dynamic part of the domain model of objects but not the static part i.e., the
underlying structure of the domain that can not be dynamically changed, but
that affects the way in which actions can be performed.

1. Dynamic Knowledge: a set of parametrised operator schema representing
generic actions and resulting changes in the domain under study.

2. Static Knowledge: relationships/constraints that are implicit in the set of
operators and are not directly expressed but essentially are present while
defining a domain model. These can be seen to appear in the preconditions
of operators only and not in the effects. In simple words static facts never
change in the world. According to Wickler [11], let O = {O1, O2, . . . , On}
be a set of operators and let Pr = {Pr1, P r2, . . . , P rn} be a set of all the
predicate symbols that occur in these operators. A predicate Pri ∈ Pr is
fluent iff there is an operator Oj ∈ O that has an effect that changes the
truth of the predicate Pri. Otherwise the predicate is static.

In many domains, there are static relationships or constraints which restrict
the values of variables in domain modelling. For example learning the map of
roads in transport domains or the fixed card stacking rules between specific cards
in card-games domains, that never change with the execution of actions.

3 The Research

Our work is aimed at automating the acquisition of static constraints. We aim
to enhance the LOCM system to learn complete domain models including the
knowledge of static constraints by using sequences of plans as the only input
training data. The static knowledge is not explicitly captured in the plan traces
and so it is a big challenge to learn such static constraints from them.

We introduced ASCoL, an efficient and effective tool for identifying static
knowledge missed by domain models automatically acquired.

The proposed approach generates a directed graph for each pair of same-
type arguments of operators and, by analysing linearity properties of the graphs,
identifies relevant relations between arguments. Remarkably, the contributions of
ASCoL, as demonstrated by our large experimental analysis, are: (i) the ability
to identify different types of static relations, by exploiting graph analysis; (ii)
ASCoL can work with both optimal and suboptimal plan traces; (iii) considering
pairs of same-typed objects allows the identification of all the static relations
considered in the benchmark models, and (iv) it can be a useful debugging tool
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for improving existing models, which can indicate hidden static relations helpful
for pruning the search space.

A preliminary version of ASCoL has been presented in [5]; this version was
able to identify inequality constraints only. After further development and a
large experimental analysis, in the recent AI*IA publication [7], we demonstrate
the ability of ASCoL in finding static relations for enhancing domain models
automatically acquired by LOCM.

3.1 The Learning Problem

We define the learning problem that ASCoL addresses as follows. Given the
knowledge about object types, operators and predicates, and a set of plan traces,
how can we automatically identify the static relation predicates that are needed
by operators’ preconditions? We base our methodology on the assumption that
plan traces contain tacit knowledge about constraints validation/acquisition.

Specifically, a learning problem description is a tuple (P, T), where P is a set
of plan traces and T is a set of types of action arguments in P (taken from the
LOCM learnt domain model). The output for a learning problem is a constraint
repository R that stores all admissible constraints on the arguments of each
action A in plan traces P.

4 The ASCoL Tool

We now briefly present the ASCoL tool that has been developed for identifying
useful static relations. The process steps can be summarised as follows:

1. Read the partial domain model (induced by LOCM) and the plan traces.
2. Identify, for all operators, all the pairs of arguments involving the same

object types.
3. For each of the pairs, generate a directed graph by considering the objects

involved in the matching actions from the plan traces.
4. Analyse the directed graphs for linearity and extract hidden static relations

between arguments.
5. Run inequality check.
6. Return the extended domain model that includes the identified static rela-

tions.

The main information available for ASCoL comes from the input plan traces.
As a first control, we remove from the plan traces all the actions that refer to
operators that do not contain at least two arguments of the same type.

Even though, theoretically, static relations can hold between objects of dif-
ferent types, they mostly arise between same-typed objects. This is the case in
transport domains, where static relations define connections between locations.
Moreover, considering only same-typed object pairs can reduce the computa-
tional time required for identifying relations. It is also worth noting that, in
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Table 1. Overall results on considered domains. For each original domain, the num-
ber of operators (# Operators), and the total number of static relations (# SR) are
presented. ASCoL results are shown in terms of the number of identified static relation-
ships (Learnt SR) and number of additional static relations provided (Additional SR)
that were not included in the original domain model. The seventh and eighth columns
indicate respectively the number of plans provided in input to ASCoL, that allows it
to converge, and the average number of actions per plan (A/P). The last column shows
the CPU-time in milliseconds

Domain # Operators # SR Learnt SR Add. SR # Plans Avg. A/P CPU-time

TPP 4 7 7 0 7 28 171
Zenotravel 5 4 6 2 4 24 109
Miconic 4 2 2 0 1 177 143
Storage 5 5 5 0 24 15 175
Freecell 10 19 13 0 20 60 320
Hanoi 1 0 1 1 1 60 140
Logistics 6 0 1 1 3 12 98
Driverlog 6 2 2 0 3 12 35
Mprime 4 7 7 0 10 30 190
Spanner 3 1 1 0 1 8 144
Gripper 3 0 1 1 1 14 10
Ferry 3 1 2 1 1 18 130
Barman 12 3 3 0 1 150 158
Gold-miner 7 3 1 0 13 20 128
Trucks 4 3 3 0 6 25 158

most of the cases where static relations involve objects of different types, this is
due to a non-optimal modelling process. Furthermore, such relations can be eas-
ily identified by naively checking the objects involved in actions; whenever some
objects of different type always appear together, they are likely to be statically
related.

5 Experimental Evaluation

Remarkable results have been achieved in complex domains, with regards to the
number of static relations. We considered fifteen different domain models, taken
either from IPCs1 or from the FF domain collection (FFd)2.

We selected domains that are encoded using different modelling strategies,
and their operators include more than one argument per object type. Table 1
shows the results of the experimental analysis. A detailed interpretation of re-
sults can be found in the recent AI*IA publication. All domains but Gripper,
Logistics and Hanoi, exploit static relations. Input plans of these domains have
been generated by using the Metric-FF planner [4] on randomly generated prob-
lems, sharing the same objects. ASCoL has been implemented in Java, and run
on a Core 2 Duo/8GB processor. CPU-time usage of the ASCoL is in the range
of 35-320 (ms) for each domain.

Interestingly, we observe that ASCoL is usually able to identify all the static
relations of the considered domains. Moreover, in some domains it is providing

1 http://ipc.icaps-conference.org/
2 https://fai.cs.uni-saarland.de/hoffmann/ff-domains.html
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additional static relations, which are not included in the original domain model.
Remarkably, such additional relations do not reduce the solvability of problems,
but reduce the size of the search space by pruning useless instantiations of op-
erators.

6 Conclusion and Future Goals

We are considering several paths for future work. Grant, in [3], discusses the
limitations of using plan traces as the source of input information. ASCoL faces
similar difficulties as the only input source to verify constraints are sequences
of plans. We are also interested in extending our approach for considering static
relations that involve more than two arguments In particular, we aim to extend
the approach for merging graphs of different couples of arguments. Finally, we
plan to identify heuristics for extracting useful information also from acyclic
graphs.
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Abstract. Scheduling and dispatching tools for High-Performance Com-
puting (HPC) machines have the role of mapping incoming jobs to the
available resources, trying to maximize equipment utilization and user
satisfaction. Optimal Job Scheduling is a well-known NP-hard problem,
forcing commercial schedulers to adopt greedy approaches based on rules.
Constraint Programming (CP) is a well-known combinatorial optimiza-
tion approach that has been shown to be very effective in optimally
solving scheduling problems. We present the first CP-based job sched-
uler for HPC machines, working in a real-life production environment.
We evaluate our solution both on a cluster of virtual machines and on the
Eurora Supercomputer with production workloads. Results show signif-
icant improvements in terms of user fair-waiting without degradation in
overall machine utilization w.r.t state-of-the-art rule-based dispatchers.

Keywords: Constraint Programming, Scheduling, Supercomputer

1 Introduction

Today high-performance computing (HPC) centers are investment-intensive fa-
cilities with short depreciation cycles. An average supercomputer reaches full
depreciation in just three years, hence its utilization has to be aggressively man-
aged to produce and acceptable return on investment. A key role in this challenge
is played by scheduling software that decides where and when a job submitted
by a user has to be started. The scheduling software orders the set of jobs and
the set of nodes and then tries to allocate each job to nodes taking into account
the amount of currently available computing resources. When a new job is sub-
mitted, the software usually applies a back-filling algorithm that tries to place
the job on unused resources without delaying the start of highest priority jobs
in queues. These priority-rule-based algorithms are simple and reasonably fast,
but they usually do not find the best solution of the scheduling problem. One of
the most widespread queue-based scheduling software in HPC facilities is PBS
Professional [5]. In this work, we present a complete CP model for solving the op-
timal scheduling problem in HPC machines. The model significantly extends the
one in [1] to account for multiple classes of jobs and their temporal constraints.
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In addition, the solution space exploration strategies have been optimized for
on-line use, taking into account the impact of the schedule computation time on
machine utilization. The CP solver based on the new model has been embedded
as a plug-in module within the software framework of a well-known commercial
HPC scheduler [5] replacing it’s scheduling engine. By linking our solver with a
state-of-the-art HPC scheduling tool, we have been able to validate our approach
on a real-life HPC machine, Eurora from CINECA (Consorzio Interuniversitario
Calcolo Automatico). Experiments on Eurora demonstrate that the new sched-
uler achieves significant improvements in job waiting time with respect to the
commercial scheduler used in CINECA, while at the same time maintaining
high machine utilization. An experimental campaign on a wide range of syn-
thetic workloads proves that the approach is flexible, robust and well-suited for
integration in a portfolio of scheduling strategies to cover different levels of av-
erage machine utilizations. In section 3 we show an overview of the scheduling
software running on the Eurora HPC machine. In section 4 we formally describe
the problem of scheduling. In section 5 we describe the optimization techniques
used to model the problem. In section 6 we present our optimization model and
all the features implemented to make it desirable for a real HPC center. In sec-
tion 7 we show results from simulations and from the Eurora supercomputer and
we report statistics on the computational overhead. Finally in section 8 we show
our conclusions.

2 Related work

The problem of batch scheduling is well-known and widely investigated. The
interested reader can refer to [4] for a good survey of the scheduling algorithms
used in HPC and computing clusters. Most of the algorithms described in [4] can
be implemented withincommercial scheduling software by defining appropriate
“scheduling rules”. To the best of our knowledge, the only examples that apply
optimization techniques to a scheduler in a production context is [2]. In this
paper, the author present an optimization technique applied as an extension
to the TORQUE scheduler. This extension replaces the scheduling core of the
framework with a backfilling-like algorithm that inserts one job at a time into
the schedule starting from a previous solution and then applies a Tabu Search to
optimize the solution. This approach considers a job as a set of resources. This
assumption drastically decreases the flexibility of the scheduler by avoiding the
possibility for a job to request more than one node. In our work, instead, we
consider a job as a set of nodes, each requiring a set of resources. In this way
we maintain the flexibility of commercial schedulers (like TORQUE and PBS
Professional) but we deal with a more complex settings w.r.t. [2].

3 Eurora, Heterogeneous Supercomputer

Eurora is a heterogeneous HPC machine of CINECA. Eurora is composed of
65 nodes, one login node with 12 cores, 32 nodes with 16 cores at 3.1GHz and
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2 GPU Kepler K20 each and 32 nodes with 16 cores at 2.1GHz and 2 Intel
Xeon phi (MIC) each. Users from this HPC machine can submit a job that
specifies the amount of resources, nodes and walltime to a queue; a queue is the
place where job waits to be executed. Each queue has a name and a priority,
after the submission. The scheduling software decides the start time and nodes
where to execute the job. The scheduling and dispatching software currently used
in Eurora is PBS Professional 12 from Altair; PBS Professional is a Portable
Batch System [5] that schedules jobs based on rules. The original scheduler
PBS sched can be disabled and replaced by with ad-hoc scheduling algorithms.
We take advantage of this functionality to implement in a plug-and-play fashion
our optimized scheduling policy.

4 The Scheduling problem

n this section, we formally describe the problem of on-line scheduling and dis-
patching of a supercomputer. The scheduling problem considers a set of jobs J
and a set of queues Q. Every jobi, defined on the set J , is submitted in a spe-
cific queue qi defined on the set Q. Each job, when submitted, has to specify its
maximal duration di, the number of jobs units ui (the number of virtual nodes
required for the execution) and the amount of required resource rijkl (cores,
memory, GPUs, MICs) for each job unit k ∈ [1..ui] and for each l ∈ R, where
R is the set of resource. Each node nj of the system has a limit rljl for each re-
source l, with j ∈ N where N is the set of nodes. We have to assign the starting
execution time si and for each job unit juik of the job jobi, the node nj where
it has to be executed. Given the current time t, the set of running jobs cannot
be changed (migration is not supported), while the set of waiting jobs has to
be allocated and scheduled on resources without exceeding their capacity at any
point in time.

5 Constraint Programming

The technique used in this work to model the problem is Constraint Program-
ming. A Constraint Program is defined on a set of variables, each defined on a
discrete domain, and a set of constraints. Differently from Convex Optimization
(like LP, ILP, etc. . . ), with this paradigm we are not forced to have a convex
polytope as solution set and a convex objective function. The global constraint
we will use are:

– alternative(a, [b], C) : the constraint holds iff at least C activities from the
vector [b] has the same start time and duration of the activity a.

– cumulative([s], [d], [r], L) : the constraint holds iff all the activities i defined
by a starting at time si, a duration si and a resource requirement ri never
exceed the resource capacity L at any point in time.

– noOverlap(a, t, [s], [d]) : the constraint holds iff all the activities i with start
time si and duration di do not overlap an activity with start time a and
duration t (for each i we can have a ≥ si + di OR a + t ≤ si).
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4 A CP Scheduler for High-Performance Computers

– synchronize(a, [b]) : the constraint holds iff the start time a is synchronized
with each start time i of the vector [b].

6 CP Model

Starting from the work in [1] we create a model that contains all the requirements
and services needed by supercomputers in production. For every job i we have a
Conditional Interval Variables (CVI, see [3]) jobi. A CVI represents an interval
variable. The domain of a CVI is a subset of {⊥}

⋃
{[s, e)|s, e ∈ Z, s ≤ e}. If

a CVI has domain ⊥, this variable does not belong to the model and it is not
considered in the solution process. A job’s CVI contains the job walltime di
specified by the user. For every job we have also a matrix UNi of MxPij of
CVIs, where M is the number of nodes in the system and Pij is the maximum
number of job units dispatchable in the jth node. These elements assume the
value s(i) if the ith job uses the node j, the value bottom otherwise. R is the set
of resources of the node, A the set of jobs in a queue and B the set of running
jobs. The base model created is described in 1. With the alternative constraint,
we introduce the possibility for every job unit to be displaced in a node partially
used by another job unit of the same job. The cumulative constrain the set of
jobs start times.

jobi ≥ t ∀i ∈ A

jobi = s(b) ∀i ∈ B

alternative(jobi, UNijk, ui) ∀i = 1..N

cumulative(UNijk, d
Pij

i , r
Pij

ijkl, rljl) ∀k = 1..M, l ∈ R

(1)

Equation 2 represents the objective function used in this model. This function
takes the job waiting-time weighted on the expected waiting time (ewti) of the
queue where the job is submitted. This objective function is designed to opti-
mize the jobs waitings paying attention to the fairness of these. This mean that
waitings have to be distributed taking into account the priority of the jobs.

min z =

n∑
i=1

si − qi
ewti

(2)

7 Experimental Results

We have evaluated the performance of our scheduler in two distinct experimental
setups, namely (1) in a simulated environment on Virtual Machines (VM); and
(2) on the actual Eurora HPC machine. The PBS software can be configured in
different modes to suit the purpose of the system administrator. the following
experiments consider two different PBS setups:

1. The CINECA PBS configuration (referred to as PBSFifo): this setup uses
a FIFO job ordering, no preemption, and backfilling limited to the first 10
jobs in the queue.
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Test 1 Test 2

PBSFifo PBSWalltime CP Sched. PBSFifo PBSWalltime CP Sched.

WQT 152,94 137,74 119,77 1034,2 853,681 2441,3
NL 65 60 46 234 200 376
TR 1298810 1223690 1003970 16798300 13693000 16774800
AO 0,47 3,14 11,45 1,02 15,47 34,82

Table 1: Test 1 and Test 2 results

2. A PBS configuration (referred to as PBSWalltime) designed to get the best
trade-off between waiting time and computational overhead: this setup em-
ploys a strict job ordering (by increasing walltime), no preemption and back-
filling limited to the first 400 jobs.

7.1 Simulation-based tests

We have designed the simulation so as to evaluate the performance of our CP
scheduler w.r.t. PBS. The experiments differ under a wide range of conditions
with respect to number of jobs, job units, and platform nodes. The goal is to
assess the scalability of both approaches and their ability to deal with workloads
having different resource requirements and processing times. The quality of the
schedules was measured according to a number of metrics. Specifically, we have
defined:

– Weighted queue time (WQT): sum of job waiting-times, each divided (for
fairness) by the maximum wait-time of the job queue.

– Number of late jobs (NL): the number of jobs exceeding the maximum wait-
time of their queue.

– Tardiness (TR): sum of job delays, where the delay of a job is the amount
of time by which the maximum wait-time of its queue is exceeded.

– Average overhead (AO): average computation time of the scheduler.

In test 1 we simulate all the 65 Eurora nodes: the results are in Table 1. Our
model manages to outperform considerably PBSFifo and PBSWalltime in terms
of all the metrics related to waiting time and delay. In test 2 tested a 65 nodes
configuration with a larger number of jobs (namely 700): the results are reported
in Table 1. Due to the large number of jobs and (more importantly) job units, in
this case, our framework was forced to employ the overhead reduction techniques.
Such techniques are indeed effective in limiting the overhead, but they also have
an adverse effect on the quality of the model solutions. As it can be seen in the
table, our model yields a small improvement in tardiness w.r.t. PBSFifo, a small
increase in the total time in queue, and a considerable increase of the number of
late jobs, the WQT, and the weighted tardiness.

7.2 Execution on Eurora

Thanks to our modeling and design from Section 6, we have managed to obtain
a scheduling system that is mature enough to be deployed and evaluated on the
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actual Eurora HPC machine. In detail, we have compared the performance of our
approach and the PBSFifo configuration over five weeks of regular utilization of
the HPC machine. Since the comparison is performed in a production environ-
ment, it is impossible to guarantee that the two approaches process the same
sequence of jobs. For this reason, we chose to compare the CP approach and
PBSFifo in terms of: (1) the average WQT per job, and (2) the average number
of used cores over time (i.e. the average core utilization). Our CP system per-
formed consistently better with an average WQT per job of ∼ 2.50∗10−6, against
the ∼ 3.93 ∗ 10−6 of PBSFifo. The standard deviation for the two approaches is
very similar. The average core utilization obtained by both approaches during
each week, show that the two approach have similar performance, which ranges
between 520 and 599 for PBSFifo and between 510 and 573 for CP.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a scheduler, based on Constraint Programming tech-
niques, that can improve the results obtained from commercial schedulers highly
tuned for a production environment and we implemented all the features for
made it usable on a real-life HPC setting. The scheduler has been tested both
in a simulated environment and on a real HPC machine with promising results.
We have seen that in the medium hardness range we can improve results ob-
tained by the commercial scheduler by a significant amount (21% on 152 points
of WQT) and in the high hardness range we did not get an improvement due to
the computational time and the too aggressive technique we had to implement.
The experimental results on the Eurora HPC system shown an improvement on
the weighted queue time while the system utilization. Future work will focus on
the following directions: improving the integration between the scheduling man-
agement framework and the optimizer, and developing incremental strategies to
hot-start the optimization engine.
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Abstract. The influence of emotions in decision making is a popular
research topic in psychology and cognitive studies. A person facing a
choosing problem has to consider different solutions and take a deci-
sion. During this process several elements influence the reasoning, some
of them are rational, others are irrational, such as emotions. Recom-
mender Systems can be used to support decision making by narrowing
the space of options. Typically they do not consider irrational elements
during the computational process, but recent studies show that accuracy
of suggestions improves whether user’s emotional state is included in
the recommendation process. In this paper we propose the idea of defin-
ing a framework for an Emotion-Aware Recommender System. The user
emotions will be formalized in an affective user profile which can act
as an emotional computational model. The Recommender System will
use the affective profile integrated with case base reasoning to compute
recommendations.

Keywords: Emotions, Recommender Systems, Human Decion Making

1 Background and Motivation

Emotions are an important aspect of our life. They have a regulatory affect on
everyday task and heavy influence each decision that we take. Low intensity
emotions have a positive advice role [5], while high intensity emotions can be a
potential source of biases for a clear and logical reasoning [4]. When users do
not have a complete knowledge of the domain, and the decision can produce
risky consequences, negative and intensive emotions like fear and sadness can
narrow attention and generate less consciousness decision [7]. A system that
supports decision making has to adapt its behaviour according to the roles and
the types of the emotions that users feel during the decision task. Recommender
Systems (RSs) [11] are tools which implements information filtering strategies
to deal with information overload and to support users into choosing tasks, by
taking into account their preferences and contexts of choosing. RSs can adopt
different filtering algorithms based on: the item content (description), the user
activity, the knowledge of context, but usually they do not consider emotions
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and other irrational factors as features involved in the process that computes
recommendations.

The research on emotion-aware RS is still at an early stage. Relevance of
affect in RSs was discussed in the work by Zheng and Burke [21], that showed
an increment of recommendation performance using emotions as a context in a
context-aware RS. In this work, emotions play a minor role, because they are
considered is the same way as other “rational” contextual features. Our work
aims at defining a framework in which emotions play a more relevant role because
they are embedded in the reasoning process. Another important work on this
topic demonstrates how affective labelling of items can increases the performance
of content-based RSs [20]. The work face with the problem of affective item
modelling, while we would like to focus on modelling affective features of users.
Anyway, literature on RS gives a positive valence to the possibility of including
emotions in recommendation processes supporting decision making.
In our work, we focus on the following research questions:

1. Which techniques are most suitable to identify users’ emotions from their
behaviour?

2. How to define a computational model of personality and emotions for im-
proving the user experience with recommender systems?

3. How to include the emotional computational model in a recommendation
process?

For each research question we will propose some possible solutions, which are
currently at a preliminary stage because the main author is in the first year of his
doctoral program. As for emotion detection, we propose to use both explicit and
implicit feedback strategies. Sentiment analysis techniques [14] will be adapted
to infer the user affective state (emotions, mood) from the analysis of social
network posts. Other implicit feedback techniques for the analysis of voice and
biometric parameters will be also considered, as well as explicit feedback from
questionnaires, like the Big Five Inventory questionnaire [12] to infer the user
personality traits.

The idea is to collapse all the information acquired about the emotional state
of the user and her personality into an affective profile which stores both rational
and irrational data about user decisions. In other words, the affective profile is a
knowledge base that allows the RS to reason about past user’s choices, emotions
felt during the decision process, contexts in which decisions were taken. The final
goal is to define an Emotion-aware RS that will exploit case base reasoning [1]
to solve new problems by adapting past solutions in similar context, and taking
into account the emotional state of the user, as well as personality traits.

2 Emotion Detection Strategies

In the decision making literature, the decision task is influenced by expected
emotions and immediate emotions. Expected emotions are affects that the user
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suppose to prove as a consequence of the decision. Immediate emotions are con-
sequence of an external event that has recently affected the user. Emotion-aware
RSs have to identify immediate emotions and forecast expected emotions. The
reasoning process should provide recommendations that generate positive ex-
pected emotions for a specific user in a defined immediate emotional state.
Emotions during the decision process can be detected using implicit or explicit
strategies. Explicit strategies are based on method that interacts directly with
the user asking her which emotion is felt at the decision time. Questionnaires can
be used to identify both user personality traits and user emotions. The 44-items
Big Five Inventory questionnaire [12] can be used to infer the user personality
traits among the dimensions: Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Ex-
troversion, Agreeableness, Neuroticism. Often people are not able to explicate
correctly emotions, and explicit strategies could not be enough to correct iden-
tify immediate emotions. For this reason, implicit strategies can be adopted.
Tkalcic[19] shows that emotions can be detected from videos, but with limited
accuracy. Poria [15] present a multi-modal framework that uses audio, video
and text sources to identify user emotions and to map them into the Ekman’s
six emotions [6]. The results show that hight precision can be achieved in the
emotion detection task by combining different signals. According to this work,
an useful implicit source that can be used to obtain immediate emotions infor-
mations is the text, and particularly posts gathered from user’s Social Network
activities. Research on this topic showed that both user personality traits [10, 8]
and user emotional state [17, 13] can be inferred by adopting NLP techniques.
Machine learning techniques have been also used for this purpose: one of the
most useful framework adopted is SNoW, a general purpose multi-class classifier
[2]. Strategies based on emotion lexicon are also popular. They usually iden-
tify key terms in sentences and, then check the emotions associated with each
word in an emotion-based lexicon [3]. In our proposal, we will evaluate different
strategies for acquiring both emotions and personality traits.

3 Affective Profile and Recomendation Method

The user affective profile is an extension of the standard user profile used by
RSs, usually a list of item with corresponding feedback given by the user. It
will be used by the RS to adapt its computational process and to generate rec-
ommendations according to emotions. It integrates both rational and irrational
elements: user personality traits (PT), historical decision cases (HC), contexts
and user expertise (CE).

AP = PT ×HC × CE (1)

Personality Traits. Personality traits are formalized as a distribution of per-
cent values among the dimensions: Openness to experience, Conscientiousness,
Extroversion, Agreeableness, Neuroticism according to the Big Five model [9].
These elements are the distinctive traits of the user behaviour which allow to
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predict user common preferences and decisions. These are also important to
define the affective features of the user.

Historical decision case. An historical decision case describes accurately the
decision making task and emotions felt by the users. A case contains emotions
felt during the decision process and the description of the decision task. The
decision task can be divided in three stages [18]: early, consuming and exit.
These emotions are formalized as a distribution of percent values among the six
emotions of Ekman model[6]. During all the decision, strategies of emotion iden-
tification from video, audio source will be used. The process will be supported
from strategies of emotion extracted from Social Network posts, while an addi-
tional emotional value could be gathered from user asking her the emotion felt
at decision time. The description of the task is defined by: context of decision,
problem, elements among which choosing must be performed, decision taken,
feedback in a discrete scale from 1 to 10 to describe the utility of suggestions
(1 means not useful, 10 means extremely useful). Future enrichment of these
descriptions, including other emotional source are under evaluation.

Context and expertise. This is the rational part of the profile. The context is
characterized by explicit features that describe user preferences in the domain.
The expertise of a user in a specific domain is defined in terms of the number of
decisions taken in that context.

The affective profile stores all the useful informations that RSs can use to
adapt their behaviour according to the user affective description. Common RSs
are based on an information filtering algorithm that do not consider user’s ir-
rational features such as emotions. An Emotion-Aware Recommender System
takes as input information about context, immediate emotions and affective
profile and generates a list of possible solutions of the problem, influenced by
emotionally attributes. The reasoning strategy adopted is based on the emotional
historical cases of the user collected in her affective profile. Case-based reason-
ing is the most appropriate strategy for considering user’s rational preferences
in a specific context, user’s immediate emotions and user’s past decisions. This
is one of the most commonly adopted machine learning method, that exploits
a knowledge-based representation of the context [1]. Case-Based Recommender
Systems (CBR-RS) are specific RSs that adopt a representation of user pref-
erences, historical cases and domain of decision to suggest solutions for a new
problem, according to similarity to past cases.

The Emotion-Aware RS works similarly to a CBR-RS. In the first step, the
recommender has to identify users similar to the active user (the one for which
suggestion must be provided). Similarity measures, like cosine similarity, are
used on vectors obtained combining personality features and preference features
in the specific context. This set of users, including the active user, is used to
identify decisions taken in the past. Each historical case have to match the prob-
lem, the active user immediate emotional state, and must have positive exit
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stage emotions (anticipated emotions) or positive user feedback. The matching
of context and emotions will be computed using similarity strategies on their
descriptive features. From the historical cases detected, candidate solutions are
extracted and filtered or ranked according to the context of the problem. Then,
an important task is to consider the influence of emotional features on the user
based on the risk that the decision involves. Schlosser [16] describes the role
of emotions in risky and uncertain domains. Immediate emotions influence the
ability to consider all the relevant aspect of the decision, therefore they influence
the quantity and quality of informations interpreted. Anticipated emotions influ-
ence the utility function of the decision. When users evaluate the consequences
of the possible options, they will consider positive and negative anticipated emo-
tions associated with them. For instance, a RS for financial investments must
provide understandable and explicable solutions. It has to propose actions that
will maximize positive expected emotions and minimize the diversification of the
options. Emotions influence decisions also in a low-risk domains. As decisions in
these domains are easy to revert, it is possible for the RS to suggest new and
uncommon items, by diversifying recommendations according to preferences and
emotional state of the user. An application that fall in this category is a music
recommender system which can propose playlists according to the user mood
and her tendency to maintain or change it based on her personality traits.

If poor data are available for the proposed computation pipeline, an inference
from personality traits in the specific domain could be done to choose possible
candidate solutions. For example, for people with an high value of ”Openness”,
uncommon solutions can be selected as a candidate recommendations.

4 Final Remarks and Ongoing Work

Emotions are important elements of people’s life. In each decision making task,
emotions influence the choosing process. In those contexts where decisions lead
to risky consequences, emotions need to be mitigated, while in others, such as
music recommendation, they could be amplified and used to generate useful
suggestions. Systems that support the decision making task, currently take into
account emotions in a limited way, while we have proposed a solution able to
embed emotions and personality traits into the recommendation process. The
ideas proposed in this paper are currently developed within the doctoral program
of the main author, therefore they are still at a preliminary stage.
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Abstract. In the last years the interest for designing and implementing
smart spaces grew significantly. Many researchers adopted a top-down
approach, focusing on embedding smartness in buildings, objects and
everyday artefacts. In my research work I propose the adoption of a user-
centred design approach to reach a new definition of smart spaces based
on people’s needs and requirements. The main goal will be the definition
of a new interaction paradigm supporting natural and spontaneous ways
of exchanging information between people and their surroundings.

1 Introduction

The concept of smart space characterizes a physical place where people and
technologies cohabit and continuously exchange information in order to create an
interactive space where people’s needs and requests are satisfied in an intelligent
way. Focusing on the importance of space in people’s everyday life, there are
several studies that highlight how human beings establish a deep relation with
the physical environment in which they live and how, in turn, the environment
influences the creation of their own identities and personalities [20]. Being part
of a space stimulates the creation of an emotional bond and a relationship based
on the exchange of information and feelings with what is occurring in there.

Introducing technologies in everyday environments makes it harder to main-
tain these relationships. However, there are many authors interested in intro-
ducing technologies in spaces in order to make them smart. In this view, they
adopted a top-down approach to characterize a smart space. However, this ap-
proach emphasizes the distance between people and space and makes it impos-
sible to maintain an authentic relation between people and space. I propose the
adoption of a user-centred design approach to achieve a new characterization of
smart spaces based on people’s needs and requirements and in which smartness
is related to the capability of creating a personalised space that enables a deeper
and emotional bond between an individual and the space itself.

The main aim of this work is to characterise a personalized smart space
(PSMA) as a an entity where human bodies, the space itself and the smart
objects in it create a real interactional network which can increase the quality
of everyday life according to the needs, preferences and requirements of each
human being that lives inside it.
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2 Pillars

A PSMA is the setting where a plethora of different intelligent components with
various capabilities and levels of smartness live and cooperate, a complex system
created by the interrelation of people, places and objects.

Body. Traditionally, the body can be considered as a referent to construct
adapted spaces and buildings [15]. Designing the Vitruvian Man, Leonardo da
Vinci suggested to adopt the body as a measure of everything (e.g., inch and feet
units in the imperial system), using the proportions of the body as instruments
to identify a space that is best suited for humans.

Moreover, the body already presents a set of special tools for interacting with
the environment: the senses [14]. Human experience starts from them: touching,
smelling, hearing, tasting, seeing, exploring the environment with the senses,
building knowledge about it. According to the theories of embodied cognition
and embodied space, knowledge derives from the coupling of action and percep-
tion, exploiting the experiences generated by the continuous interactions between
the body and the environment [4]. Nowadays, there is an increasing interest in
rediscovering bodies [5], senses [18] and gestures[7] in order to achieve new in-
teraction models to experience the surrounding environment.

Space. I would like to consider a space as a composite place, where people,
objects and physical space cohabit.

Currently, a smart space (SMA) is defined as a place enhanced with digital
capabilities. Bringing one step further the considerations about body and space
in Section 2, we can analyse the role that the body plays in defining the space.
The human represents the main component in the process to describe and or-
ganise the surrounding environment. Stressing the importance of the bond that
people can establish with the space and exploiting body as the main element to
keep in contact with the environment, I intend to reach an innovative definition
of SMA based on the perceptions of space from a user-centred perspective, tak-
ing into account the potentiality that humans have to interact in a SMA. We
will refer to this notion as Personalised Smart Space (PSMA).

Objects. Objects represent instruments designed to accomplish a task. First,
objects extend human capabilities, improving and/or augmenting her common
abilities [19]. Second, objects embody what people can do with it [6] [16], as
an interface that enables actions and usages according to the affordances that
it offers. Going towards the Ubiquitous Computing paradigm [21] and Internet
of Things (IoT) era, smart physical objects (SPOs) are able to act in the envi-
ronment and to connect to the Internet. SPOs are the combination of two main
components: a physical layer including a controller and a set of sensors, actua-
tors and communication capabilities and a digital layer that enables to manage
their behaviour in the context of use [13]. SPOs can be characterised by different
levels of smartness: from the ability to exchange information with people and
other smart objects, to the ability of managing knowledge about themselves,
their role, scope and relation in the surrounding environment [1] to the ability
of learning from experience [17].
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3 Goal and methodological approach

The main goal of my work is to define the novel concept of PSMA as a complex
system where body and SPOs cohabit in a shared experiential space with a
continuous exchange of information, collaboration and negotiation between them
according to the needs of each individual. Using a user-centred approach, I intend
to support the idea that not only is a PSMA defined by the intelligence embedded
in it, but it is especially characterized by the capability to adapt in order to
accomplish the individual needs, preferences, requirements of each single user,
becoming her personal PSMA, able to reflect her personal experiences.

In order to characterize a PSMA and to introduce new paradigms of interac-
tion with it, I will take two different methodological steps: first, I will characterise
a PSMA as an SPO, or better as a composite SPO, in which the combination of
SPOs with different levels of intelligence gives it an higher level of intelligence
and responsiveness to users’ needs; second, adopting user-centered design, my
focus would be on people who will play a central role in the process of defining
the intelligence of the space. Body will be used as an interface and senses would
be the principal instruments for exploration of the space.

3.1 First step

Defining smartness. In order to characterize smartness in a space, we need a
classification of smartness in objects. An SPO is a combination of a physical and a
digital layer; the latter can be described as a set of computational functionalities
that enhance its abilities yet preserving its physical aspect. Many dimensions can
be taken into account in order to characterise intelligence in an SPO. First of all,
smartness can be regarded as the awareness about its roles and goals according
to different contexts of use. Second, it is related to the ability to interact with
humans and other SPOs that constitute the surroundings. Third it can be related
to the ability of making inferences and of learning from experience. In summary
it can be related to the interactional and problem solving capabilities of an SPO.
The highest level of intelligence can be reached with the ability to change its
behaviour according to contextual situation, supporting a continuous and active
exchange of information and states between the SPO and its surrounding [8].
The final goal is to introduce a strong characterization of SPOs describing their
abilities and their problem solving capabilities in a contextual situations.

Coding the smart space corpus. Given the characterization of SPOs, I will
characterize a SMA as a composite SPO, whose intelligence derives from the
aggregation of the level of intelligence of the composing objects. I expect that
the level of intelligence of the SPO is more than the aggregation of its compo-
nents. I estimate the following main results. First, I will provide a framework
following designers to describe how a SMA can be obtained taking into account
each component that could be inside it and the minimum level of smartness that
it should have in order to be active and proactive with the surroundings. Sec-
ond, I will provide an innovative corpus supporting people’s interaction with a
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smart space. The main idea is to create a coding of space components (objects,
space, people) in order to define a framework to represent SMAs and to support
the communication between the components in it and the negotiation of their
actions.

3.2 Second step

In the second step, I will focus on human beings and their interaction with the
surroundings. As already explained in Section 2, a PSMA can be characterized
as complex customized system capable of reshaping and modifying itself for
responding to the personal demands of each single individual.

In order to achieve this goal, my plan is: first, to take into account user’s
needs in order to transform a SMA into a PSMA able to respond to them;
second, to design a new interaction paradigm that allow users to exchange needs
and information with the environment in a more natural and spontaneous way.

Mapping user’s needs. In order to map the user’s needs, I will borrow tech-
niques from user adaptive ubiquitous systems that are able to adapt their be-
haviour and interaction based on user’s features and the context. These systems
rely on representations of users (User Models) [2] that can provide a complete pic-
ture of each user with her features, habits, preferences, behaviours and activities.
Exploiting these models, they can support the selection of a set of appropriate
services adapted to the user’s features. A PSMA can result from the combination
of user modeling and adaptation technologies with the functionalities offered by
a SMA in order to provide services personalised to user’s features, place features
and SPOs.

Designing a new interaction paradigm between people and spaces.
The emergence of a PSMA able to know, understand and predict user’s needs,
preferences and requests, will allow a user to interact with it without additional
effort.

Bypassing the traditional interaction model (Fig. 1), the increasing adoption
of wearable technologies opens new opportunities, offering an interaction with
surrounding spaces that needs a minimal effort from the users. In fact, wearable
computing allows user to use her own body to get in touch with the environ-
ment.There is a growing interest in designing new natural interaction models,
using gestural interaction and a body in action according to the embodied cogni-
tion theory and its applications [3]. The exploitation of the richness of the body,
of the senses and of the movements considers actions as the most relevant part
of cognition [4]. As a result, the growth of studies about full-body interaction
restores the importance of the body as a controller able to move with several de-
grees of freedom and, at the same time, as an interface to exchange information
with the surrounding environment.

As a consequence, there is a huge space of new perspectives for the design of
ubiquitous natural interaction exploiting the body and senses, taking inspiration
from the matching between the capabilities offered by innovative technologies
such as wearable computing, tangible interfaces and the renewed interest in
body and senses (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1: Traditional interaction Fig. 2: Interaction in PSMA

4 Status of current research

The current status of my research project is as follows: I analyzed what an
SPO is and in particular how intelligence can be characterized, decomposing it
into several dimensions, discussing and analysing a notion of “granularity of its
intelligence” [9]. I then introduced new affordances to communicate the aug-
mented functionalities of SPOs [12]. I introduced natural interaction paradigms
for spaces, focusing on wearable computing [11], full body experience and multi-
sensory experience [10]. In this way I explored the body as a natural interface to
keep in contact with the surroundings. Next steps will be toward understanding
new frontiers in natural interaction in spaces.

5 Research directions and future steps

The main aim of my work is twofold: first, choosing a set of new interactive tools
that stimulate a natural interaction in the spaces allowing a continuous exchange
of information between people and a SMA in order to create a PSMA; second,
designing a new interaction paradigm to support a direct interaction with spaces
exploiting body as a natural interface and adopting gesture and senses as the
only tools to accomplish these tasks.

The interaction in a PSMA could be based on a new code as a corpus to
exchange information in user-friendly way with the environment (Fig. 2). The
constant exchange between descriptions of people derived from user models and
capabilities and knowledge embedded in a SMA will allow us to build a new
concept of PSMA completely based on the user features, needs and preferences,
without any mediation in interaction. This will allow people to interact using
their body in a more spontaneous way and allow each one of them to build her
own PSMA.

Taking inspiration from the steps already defined in Section 2, the ultimate
goal will be the definition of a spatial framework based on these components and
able to provide a set of instruments and guidelines to build a PSMA starting
from the definition of the space itself.
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